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General Introduction 

 

 

1.1 Sorghum: origin, evolution, and genetic diversity 

 

Sorghum (Sorghum bicolor L. Moench) is ranked as the 5th most important cereal crop in the 

world, after maize, rice, wheat, and barley, with an annual global production of 57.8 million tons 

(FAO STAT 2022) (https://www.fao.org). The ancient history of sorghum origin and 

domestication is not known and has been long debated (De Wet and Harlan 1971) but it is believed 

to have originated around 7000–5000 BC in the north-eastern part of Africa (Smith and 

Frederiksen 2000) where a significant amount of diversity still exists (Dahlberg 2000). Sorghum 

transitioned from a wild pluvial plant in northeastern Africa to the ancestral domesticated form 

S. bicolor type bicolor in Central Eastern Sudan around 5,000 years ago, while cultivation is 

inferred to have begun by 6000 years ago (Winchell et al. 2017). From the center of origin, 

domesticated sorghum spread across Africa and through the Middle East as a result of human 

migration (Mann et al. 1983). It arrived in India via trade routes, from where it finally reached 

China. Eventually, sorghum also reached the Americas, Europe and later Australia 

(Venkateswaran et al. 2014; Klein et al. 2015). 

The evolutionary history of sorghum is difficult to reconstruct from modern data sets because of 

numerous complex genomic interactions and rigorous selection pressure (Smith et al. 2019) that 

took place over the years. But the diversity of various sorghum types can be associated with 

movement of people, geographic isolation, diverse selection, gene flow and recombination of 

different types in different environments (de Wet and Huckabay 1967; Doggett 1988). De Wet and 

Harlan (1971) identified three species of the genera Sorghum (S. halepense, S. propinquum, and 

S. bicolor) representing all annual wild, weedy and cultivated taxa. S. bicolor was further classified 

into the three subspecies S. bicolor subsp. Drummondii, bicolor, and verticilliflorum, respectively 

(De Wet 1978; Mann et al. 1983). S. bicolor subsp. bicolor contains all the cultivated sorghums. 

Finally, the primary gene pool of S. bicolor L. Moench was partitioned into five basic races 

(designated bicolor, guinea, caudatum, kafir, and durra) and ten intermediate races from the 

combinations of the five basic races (De Wet and Harlan 1971).  

Sorghum is widely grown as small-grain cereal, cultivated between 40°N and 40°S of the equator 

(Srinivasa Rao et al. 2014). It is mainly rainfed and cultivated in lowlands and semi-arid areas of 

the tropics and sub-tropics. Its adaptation to a wide range of environments and selection for various 

end uses (grain, fodder, sugar, fiber) led to increased genetic and morphological diversity. For 

example, in African countries, sorghum is essential as food grain and stalk, and leaves are valued 

as forage and building material. In China, it is a popular bioenergy feedstock and is used to 

manufacture traditional alcoholic beverages. Although sorghum has displayed immense genetic 

variation based on origin, race, seed type, photoperiod sensitivity, agronomic traits and molecular 

markers (Assar et al. 2005; Deu et al. 2006; Kayodé et al. 2006), it has not been fully harnessed 

for breeding purposes. 

Knowledge regarding the role of socio-economic, cultural and environmental factors in shaping 

crop diversity is crucial to assessing the resilience of sustainable agriculture in the face of adverse  
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environmental changes across the globe. The predicted negative impact on yield traits due to 

changing climate (Ramirez-Villegas et al. 2013) draw attention towards both availability of 

appropriate genetic resources and ability of breeding programs to develop the required adaptations 

promptly (Burke et al. 2009). Understanding of local seed systems can contribute to better 

utilization of resources and improving agriculture in the face of climate change and human 

insecurity (McGuire and Sperling 2013). 

 

1.2 Genomic resources in sorghum 

 

Sorghum is a member of the grass family Poaceae, tribe Andropogoneae, subtribe Sorghinae and 

genus Sorghum Moench (Dillon et al. 2007). It is a diploid organism (2n = 20) with a relatively 

small genome (~ 730 Mbp). According to phylogenetic studies, sorghum is closely related to other 

crops like maize, rice, and especially sugarcane. During evolution, sorghum, a C4 grass, diverged 

from rice and maize and finally sugarcane (Saccharum officinarum) around 5 million years ago 

(mya) (Paterson et al. 2009). However, due to genetic relatedness between sorghum and sugarcane, 

intergeneric hybrids have been created (Bowers et al. 2003). High-density genetic maps, one 

intraspecific and another from an interspecific cross (between S. bicolor and S. propinquum) show 

a high degree of collinearity, indicating the point of divergence between sorghum species (Feltus 

et al. 2006). These comparative maps serve as bridges for information exchanges across the 

Andropogoneae tribe for breeding, evolution, ecology, and molecular biology studies. With a 

completely assembled genome and its African origin, sorghum is considered an important model 

crop along with maize (America) and rice (Asia). In particular, it can be a useful model to study 

polyploid crops like sugarcane because of its small, less complex diploid genome and close genetic 

relationship (Lawrence and Walbot 2007). 

Comparative genetic studies in angiosperms revealed the presence of nearly 94% (25,875) of high-

confidence sorghum gene orthologues in rice, Arabidopsis and/or poplar. The adaptability of 

sorghum can be the result of cytochrome P450 domain-containing genes, which occur abundantly 

in sorghum (326) as compared to rice (228) and/or expansins, a class of enzymes responsible for 

various growth responses which are present in 82 copies in sorghum versus 58 in rice and 40 each 

in Arabidopsis and poplar. The sorghum genome has not been re-duplicated like other grasses and, 

hence, may play a critical role in understanding the evolution of repeatedly duplicated grass 

genomes (Paterson et al. 2004). Understanding reproductive biology processes like flowering, 

pollination and seed development are essential for designing effective sorghum breeding 

strategies. The transformation from the vegetative to reproductive phase is marked by floral 

initiation and is highly influenced by genotype and environment. Sorghum is mostly self-

pollinated, but varied frequencies of outcrossing (10% to 73%) are known (Ellstrand and Foster 

1983; Djè et al. 2004; Barnaud et al. 2008). As a result, spontaneous hybridization between 

cultivated and wild weedy sorghum often results in intermediary forms (Ejeta and Grenier 2005). 

Sorghum can be divided into primary, secondary, and tertiary gene pools based on cross-

compatibility among its relatives (Ananda et al. 2020). 
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According to Grootboom et al. (2010), most improvements to sorghum have been achieved 

through conventional breeding. A turning point in sorghum breeding arrived when Stephens and 

Holland (1954) discovered cytoplasmic male sterility (CMS) in sorghum. The first CMS source, 

known as milo cytoplasm, was found in the progenies of two cultivars milo (female) and combine 

kafir (male). Use of milo CMS proved particularly useful for hybrid cultivar production to exploit 

high yields caused by heterosis. Enhancement of grain production is one of the keys to solving the 

global hunger issue. The most critical requirement for the application of genomics in the breeding 

of complex traits is the availability of suitable platforms and genetic markers. Previously, sorghum 

genetic linkage maps were constructed using early generation markers like RFLP (Restriction 

fragment length polymorphism), AFLP (Amplified fragment length polymorphism), RAPD 

(Random amplified polymorphic DNA) and simple sequence repeat (SSR) (Hulbert et al. 1990; 

Tao et al. 1998; Singh and Lohithaswa 2006; Ejeta and Knoll 2007). However, there were major 

drawbacks of these technologies. In the past decade, crop breeding has been revolutionized by the 

invention of molecular genetic tools like next-generation and third-generation sequencing 

technologies, easing the development of molecular markers like single nucleotide polymorphisms 

(SNP) (Han et al. 2015). In sorghum, molecular markers were first used by Hamblin et al. (2004) 

to study genetic variation and linkage disequilibrium. Markers like SSR and SNPs rely on genomic 

sequence information, because of which cost per data point is remarkably high. Diversity Arrays 

Technology (DArT™) was introduced as a cost-effective hybridization marker technology that did 

not require prior sequence information. Mace et al. (2008) first developed DArT markers for S. 

bicolor and created a medium-density linkage map for different molecular breeding and genomics 

applications. 

In addition, targeted genome modifications and reverse genomics approaches have accelerated the 

understanding of gene functions for underlying traits (Liu and Godwin 2012; Nida et al. 2016). 

Currently, biofortified sorghum with qualities like reduced phytic acid, higher lysine, and 

threonine, increased protein digestibility, increased level of iron and zinc as well as higher amount 

of vitamin A precursor beta carotene is being produced to tackle hunger issues in many under-

developed or developing nations like in Africa or India (Rao et al. 2006; Hokanson et al. 2010). 

Transgenic traits have been added to S. bicolor using Agrobacterium-mediated transformation and 

particle bombardment (Casas et al. 1993; Zhao et al. 2000). The genetic transformation efficiency 

of S. bicolor was extremely low (> 10%) until Liu and Godwin (2012) optimized the process and 

reported efficiencies of over 20% in an inbred sorghum line. Several sorghum genomic databases 

and large-scale resource platforms are now available which are invaluable to molecular breeding 

programs and research (Goodstein et al. 2012; Luo et al. 2016; Tian et al. 2016; Jiao et al. 2016; 

Mace et al. 2019). 

The first assembled and annotated sorghum genome, published by Paterson et al. (2009) and later 

updated by McCormick et al. (2018), opened new avenues in sorghum genomic research. It is 

characterized by ~ 34,129 annotated genes, 58.8% retrotransposons, and 8.7% DNA transposons. 

Based on this reference genome, numerous sequence variations like single nucleotide 

polymorphism (SNPs), genomic copy number variation (CNV), insertions and deletions (InDels),  
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and presence-absence (PAV) have been identified (Zheng et al. 2009; Mace et al. 2013). Most of 

the sorghum domestication studies are based on archeological evidence of fossil remains (Winchell 

et al. 2017). However, this method has some obvious limitations, like complications involving 

analysis of fossilized data, shifts in domestication events and genomic characterization (Gaut et al. 

2018). Smith et al. (2019) used sequencing data for ancient sorghum accessions to study the effects 

of domestication. Results indicate an overall increase of deleterious mutation load instead of the 

appearance of a genetic bottleneck. This may be a result of different end-uses of sorghum and gene 

flow across different subpopulations (Ohadi et al. 2017). 

With the improvement of sequencing technologies and reduction in costs, multiple sorghum 

reference genomes have been reported over the past few years. Recently, a chromosome-scale de 

novo genome assembly of Tx430, a grain sorghum accession, was generated using a combination 

of Oxford Nanopore, Bionano Genomics Direct Label long-read sequencing and Stain (DLS) 

optical maps (Deschamps et al. 2018). In comparison to the previous BTx623 genome assembly 

(McCormick et al. 2018), this new assembly consists of a shorter median length and contains a 

higher number of predicted genes. The following year, Cooper et al. (2019) published the sequence 

of the sweet sorghum ‘Rio’, to study possible genomic differences between sweet and grain types. 

Although there is a high similarity between grain and sweet at the genetic structural level, key 

differences in regulatory genes, including potential deletions and loss-of-function mutations in 

sugar metabolism genes crucial for stem sugar accumulation were discovered.  These assemblies 

allow an in-depth understanding of underlying genetic diversity at the SNP level. However, it was 

soon discovered that single-reference assemblies do not represent the complete species-wide 

genomic space (Springer et al. 2009; Anderson et al. 2014; Yang et al. 2014). Existence of several 

SVs like PAV, CNV, and chromosomal rearrangements. Access to multiple assembled reference 

genomes allow opportunities for the identification of SVs in a non-reference-biased manner. The 

sorghum pan-genome includes 44,079 gene families with 222.6 Mb of newly identified sequence 

(Tao et al. 2021). Extensive genetic variation within the pan-genome suggests its influence on the 

phenotypic outcome and its contribution to crop improvement. Results show that adaptation of 

sorghum lines to different abiotic and biotic stresses might be a result of dispensable genes 

(variable fraction of genome) as compared to core genes (genomic fraction common to all 

individuals within a species). The proportion of dispensable genes in the sorghum pan-genome 

(64%) was found to be higher than rice (54%) (Wang et al. 2018), soybean (49%) (Li et al. 2014), 

and B. distachyon (45%) (Gordon et al. 2017) showing its high genetic diversity and adaptability. 

Ruperao et al. (2021) developed another sorghum pan-genome using the reference genome as well 

as 354 genetically diverse sorghum lines from different races. Around two million SNPs developed 

through the pan-genome were used in different association studies. The availability of the first 

sequenced sorghum genome (Paterson et al. 2009) and genetic markers like SNP provided a basis 

for the construction of high-density genetic maps, mapping of quantitative trait loci (QTL) for 

multiple stress and quality traits. Although the regulation mechanism for most of the underlying 

genes remains unknown, the knowledge has helped design “super sorghum” for various end uses 

(Hao et al. 2021). Mace et al. (2019) provided the ‘Sorghum QTL Atlas’ as an open-access research 

platform to facilitate gene discovery across cereal species.  
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Since domestication, sorghum has been cultivated in a wide range of agro-climatic zones. Utilizing 

population genomics for studying complexities of genetic relatedness, population structure, 

selection patterns, genetic adaptation, linkage disequilibrium (LD), etc. has always been a 

preferred choice. Genome-wide association studies (GWAS) and genotype-by-environment 

(G × E) interaction studies have been conducted for sorghum to understand the effect of 

environment and genetics on a particular phenotype. Complex traits have been dissected using 

markers-based models to design enhanced breeding programs for genetic evaluation Several 

studies on genome-wide dissection associated genes and loci underlying important traits like grain 

yield and quality, flowering, plant height, and stress tolerance has been conducted (Multani et al. 

2003; Murphy et al. 2014; Zhang 2015; Boyles et al. 2017; Spindel et al. 2018).  Bernal et al. 

(2014) studied the effect of G × E interaction on sugar accumulation in improved varieties of sweet 

sorghum and identified genotypes with high potential for the biofuel agroindustry. A total of 336 

sorghum RILs (Recombinant Inbred Lines) was used to study G × E interaction for grain iron and 

zinc concentrations across multiple environments (Phuke et al. 2017). Results showed a significant 

positive correlation across the environments for both traits, indicating the prospect of simultaneous 

effective selection. Genomic selection (GS), a form of marker-assisted selection, has been 

particularly useful in reducing evaluation cost and generation interval (Meuwissen et al. 2001). 

Decreasing genotyping costs or set of preselected markers like genotyping-by-sequencing GBS 

combined with new genome fingerprinting techniques like shallow sequencing (Gorjanc et al. 

2017) facilitates an early generation marker-assisted and genomic selection for multiple complex 

agronomic traits and thus reduces the duration breeding cycle. 

GS has been reported in sorghum for different traits like grain yield, drought adaptation, 

improvement of biomass, and other adaptability traits (Fernandes et al. 2018; Velazco et al. 2019a, 

2019b; Bernardino et al. 2021). Extensive genomic knowledge of adaptive traits would ease the 

performance prediction of sorghum lines under different environments. 

Understanding the genetic basis of wide adaptability and speciation of sorghum would facilitate 

molecular breeding programs and studies of other C4 crops. Multiple well-established diverse 

association panels are now available for sorghum research. Mace et al. (2013) used resequencing 

data of 44 diverse genotypes to study genetic diversity and evolution through domestication events. 

Results suggest the existence of a strong racial structure and a complex domestication history 

involving at least two distinct domestication events. The rate of LD decay of wild sorghums was 

found to be greater than those of landrace and improved varieties, suggesting that genetic diversity 

decreased in the case of the latter. The most widely used diversity panel genotyped GBS and 

consisting of 265,487 SNPs was created by (Morris et al. 2013). Soon after, Ji et al. (2017) used 

genome-wide specific-locus amplified fragments (SLAF) markers, which are available and evenly 

distributed across the genome to create high-density genetic maps which would facilitate gene 

exploration. 

In recent times, transcriptome and proteome profiling technologies have emerged as revolutionary 

tools in genomic research. While transcriptome analysis can be used for finding novel transcripts 

and gene expression analysis (Vicente et al. 2019), proteomics has been used to study expression  
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patterns and functions of proteins (Uberegui et al. 2015). Multiple sorghum transcriptome research 

focusing on traits like growth, development, sugar accumulation, etc. have been reported (Kebrom 

and Mullet 2016; McKinley et al. 2016; McCormick et al. 2018). Jedmowski et al. (2014) studied 

the adaptive response of S. bicolor landraces to drought stress and its recovery by analysis of 

alterations in protein content. Results showed drought tolerance and recovery were induced by 

joint activities of several protein groups. To understand the background of sorghum grain mold, 

Nida et al. (2021) studied the transcriptome profile of grain at different developing stages for both 

susceptible and resistant genotypes. Previously undescribed defensin genes showed higher 

expression patterns in resistant genotypes as compared to the susceptible ones. Further integration 

of third generation (long-read) RNA sequencing will improve transcriptome analysis and help 

identify all relevant splice forms. 

 

1.3 Biotic and abiotic stress tolerance in sorghum 

 

To increase the productivity and quality of sorghum, the reduction of crop damage due to different 

biotic stresses is crucial. Pest and fungus attacks are usually common in tropical and subtropical 

climates. Sorghum head bug (Eurystylus oldi), shoot fly (Atherigona soccata), the midge 

(Stenodiplosis sorghicola), the bollworm (Helicoverpa armigera), and maize weevil (Sitophilus 

zeamais) are a few of the common insects attacking sorghum (Chandrashekar and Satyanarayana 

2006). Infestation by Striga hermonthica and S. asiatica, types of parasitic weeds are common in 

semiarid parts of Africa and Asia. (Sleper and Poehlman 2006). Fungal diseases like ergot 

(Claviceps sorghi), grain mold (Aspergillus spp.), smut (Sporisorium sorghi), anthracnose 

(Colletotrichum sublineola), downy mildew (Sclerospora sorghi), and leaf blight (Setosphaeria 

turcica) are a few of the diseases rampant in the humid regions of east African countries (Hulluka 

and Esele 1992). As compared to other parts of the world, like northern parts of the USA and 

Canada, disease pressure on sorghum remains low throughout Europe as the crop area is still low. 

Some fungal disease incidents have been reported across Europe, but without any major yield 

losses (Forbes 1992). Sorghum is also known to be unsusceptible towards certain infections 

occurring in maize, like Western Corn Rootworm (Diabrotica virgifera) (Oyediran et al. 2004), 

making it a promising alternative for Europe. 

The key to improving the stress tolerance of sorghum for increasing its productivity is the 

understanding of how various abiotic stresses impact physiological processes, development stages, 

and the mechanism associated with tolerance. Sorghum is known for its excellent tolerance 

towards most abiotic stresses (Tari et al. 2013). Although water deficiency can cause adverse 

effects on plant development, many sorghum cultivars are adapted to semi-arid conditions (Patanè 

et al. 2013). It is also sometimes called “camel crop” because of its water use efficiency. However, 

drought stress is known to occur in sorghum during both pre- and post-flowering development 

stages (Kebede et al. 2001). While in the case of susceptible genotypes, pre-flowering drought 

stress results in delayed flowering, early termination of the floret, reduced seed-set and panicle  
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size, there is the occurrence of lodging, reduced grain weight, and premature senescence under 

post-flowering drought stress (Borrell et al. 2000a, b). Xu et al. (2000) reported tolerance to 

drought at this stage by a stay-green phenotype. Antifreeze proteins, heat shock proteins and 

dhurrin were found to be strongly associated with drought stress (Spindel et al. 2018; Rosati et al. 

2019). 

In contrast to drought, flooding stress or soil waterlogging stress causes an inadequate supply of 

oxygen to the submerged tissues, causing decreased growth and yield (Setter and Waters 2003). 

Sorghum grown in tropical and subtropical climates are often faced with heavy rains causing 

deleterious effects (Tari et al. 2013). Although sorghum shows moderate resistance towards 

salinity, the occurrence of genotypic differences is known (Krishnamurthy et al. 2007). Soil 

salinity causing sorghum yield losses usually occurs in arid and semi-arid regions (Koca et al. 

2007), particularly affecting plants during the seedling emergence stage (Macharia et al. 1994). 

Reports suggest that the air temperature is increasing at the rate of 0.2°C, causing extreme weather 

changes, including severe droughts and erratic patterns of elevated temperature (Shukla et al. 

2019). The optimum temperature for sorghum at the vegetative stage is 26–34 °C (Maiti 1996), 

while for the reproductive growth stage it is 31 °C (Prasad et al. 2006). Temperature deviating 

from these values can have a significant negative impact on sorghum growth and yield. Delays in 

panicle emergence (Prasad et al. 2006) and a decrease in floret fertility are often observed under 

extreme heat stress (Prasad et al. 2015). 

Having tropical origin, sorghum is sensitive to low temperatures. Lower temperatures (<20°C) at 

early developmental stages result in reduced germination and emergence, poor seedling growth, 

and reduced vigor (Tiryaki and Andrews 2001a, b; Knoll and Ejeta 2008). Cold stress (<13 °C) at 

the reproductive stage is also detrimental to yield (Chakrabarty et al. 2021a). Reduction of pollen 

fertility (Downes and Marshall 1971; Osuna-Ortega et al. 2003) or total loss of seed set (Maulana 

and Tesso 2013) has been reported. According to Ortiz et al. (2017) thioredoxin, carotenoids, 

components of PSI, phytohormones, and antioxidants play a crucial role in cold tolerance. Regions 

associated with seedling survival and final emergence percentage under cold stress were found on 

chromosomes SB-01, SB-02, SB-03, SB-06, SB-09 and SB-10 (Parra-Londono et al. 2018). Over 

the years, multiple studies on sorghum chilling tolerance have been conducted (Upadhyaya et al. 

2015; Schaffasz et al. 2019a; Marla et al. 2019) to identify diversity for temperate climate breeding 

programs. Kaoling from China (Franks et al. 2006), highland races from Yemen, Burundi, Uganda, 

and Ethiopia (Singh 1985) are a few of the promising sources. Osuna-Ortega et al. (2003) has 

developed varieties with good seed sets which can withstand night temperatures as low as 6°C 

during flowering time. Several major loci associated with chilling tolerance were found to co-

localize with the classical grain tannin (Tan1 and Tan2) and dwarfing genes (Dw1 and Dw3) 

suggesting that chilling sensitivity was inadvertently selected due to coinheritance with the desired 

non-tannin and dwarfing alleles (Marla et al. 2019). 
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1.4 Sorghum breeding for temperate Europe 

 

Natural factors like geography, climate, environment, and human activities shape the adaptability 

of a crop to a certain region (Chloupek et al. 2004). Sorghum, having a subtropical origin, requires 

extensive breeding for necessary adaptation to cooler climates. According to (Dahlberg et al. 

2011), the earliest record of sorghum production in Europe dates to 1204 in Italy for broomcorn. 

However, the relative lack of research and knowledge compared to other crops like maize arrested 

the expansion of sorghum. Sorghum still holds minor importance in Europe, which contributes 

only around 2.2% of the total global sorghum production (FAO STAT 2022) 

(https://www.fao.org). So far, European production is concentrated in areas with hot summers, like 

southern France, Italy, Hungary followed by Romania, Ukraine, and southern Russia (Chakrabarty 

et al. 2021b). With the changing climate, the demand for alternative crops for silage and grains is 

steadily growing. Trends show that, over the past decade, sorghum production in Europe has 

increased 2-fold, as its importance as a resilient, “fail-proof” crop is being more recognized. In 

Europe sorghum is mostly used as fodder and for bioenergy. It is an excellent alternative to maize 

in terms of production, genetic diversity, abiotic and biotic stress resilience as well as end-use. 

Sorghum has some clear advantages like tolerance of drought (Schittenhelm and Schroetter 2014) 

and flooding (Promkhambut et al. 2010) stress, but especially complete resistance against the 

western corn rootworm (Diabrotica virgifera) (Oyediran et al. 2004), which is a major cause of 

devastating damage to European maize production. Moreover, the production costs can be lowered 

by using less fertilization and crop protection and it also serves as a good preceding crop for spring 

crops such as sunflower or maize. 

 

1.5 Germplasm mining and gene identification for expanding cold tolerance in European 

sorghum 

 

Genetic resources are crucial to plant breeders to create novel gene combinations and selecting 

enhanced crop varieties better suited for different end goals. An enormous germplasm collection 

of more than 7 million plant accessions are stored across 1,750 genebanks worldwide FAO (2013). 

However due to lack of genetic information these collections are barely tapped (less than 1%) by 

breeders and researchers (Upadhyaya et al. 2006) and can be exploited to break crop productivity 

bottlenecks to accelerate yield gains. 

The major obstacles in exploiting germplasm are the overwhelming scale of collection and our 

lack of resources and knowledge to use it, namely: a) characterization of novel germplasm at large 

scale and b) identify gene alleles and transfer them into cultivars successfully. With the 

advancement of high throughput phenotyping and genotyping technologies along with data 

management systems now have opened new avenues to use exotic plant materials in crop breeding 

and research (Wambugu et al. 2018; Mascher et al. 2019).  
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Africa is the home to the largest diversity of cultivated and wild sorghum (De Wet and Harlan 

1971; De Wet 1978). Uganda, an East African country is situated at the center of sorghum genetic 

diversity (Doggett 1953; Mukuru 1993). The Plant Genetic Resources Centre at the Uganda 

National Gene Bank has conserved over 3000 sorghum accessions, the majority of which are 

genetically diverse landraces and wild relatives whose diversity has yet to be tapped for use in 

breeding programs. A wide range of variation among phenotypic traits exists for the Ugandan 

landraces. However, its genetic diversity, especially at a molecular level, has not been studied in 

depth (Mbeyaga et al. 2012).  

With global warming, it can be seen that sorghum production areas in Europe are constantly 

increasing. Despite the advantages that the crop possesses like lower need for water and inputs, 

good hardiness to name a few, it is susceptible to low temperatures. The Ugandan sorghum 

germplasm is known to possess various morphological and agronomically important traits, such 

as panicle and grain architecture, maturity, plant height, and pigmentation (Mukuru 1993). 

Considerable variation in socio-cultural conditions and geographical variation like soil, 

temperature, and rainfall have shaped the immense genetic diversity of local sorghum varieties 

(Doggett 1970). For example, samples from Northern and Eastern Uganda are tolerant towards 

drought and salt toxicity. On the other hand, the accessions collected from the cold highlands of 

the Kigezi region in the southwestern part of Uganda are adapted to the low temperatures and can 

carry potential genes of interest, especially for Germany and other temperate climate zones. 

Inevitably, the sorghum genome of local accessions has undergone strong selection at gene levels, 

responsible for important adaptive and agronomic traits. Population diversity not only affects the 

potential of genetic gain and plays a key role in breeding programs (Allier et al. 2019) but also 

facilitates breeders to classify germplasms into heterotic groups to enhance hybrid breeding (Menz 

et al. 2004). Therefore, assessment of genetic diversity, population structure, and selection 

signatures is crucial for the improvement and conservation of valuable resources and utilization of 

its potential in different breeding programs. To date, the Ugandan sorghum germplasm has not yet 

been fully characterized and assessed at a molecular level, therefore it is under-utilized in breeding 

programs in Uganda and elsewhere (Chakrabarty et al. 2022). 

 

1.6 Scope and aims  

 

Addressing the constantly changing constraints in crop production requires a compound breeding 

approach that involves assistance of researchers, collaboration of breeding programs and use of 

modern technology. One of the crucial factors for the success of this approach is the access and 

utilization of germplasm with important traits like yield and tolerance to biotic and abiotic stresses. 

After identification of these traits, they can be introgressed into breeding programs to create new 

cultivars.  

Over the years, germplasm resources have been used extensively to enhance crop production and 

create climate-smart crop varieties. Most of the breeding achievements across various crop  
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species started with extracting diversity from the landraces and incorporating new alleles into 

breeding programs.  

Compared to most of the cereal crops, sorghum is an extremely versatile crop with a highly 

beneficial reservoir of untapped genetic resources. Studies indicate the increasing importance of 

sorghum, especially in areas that are predicted to become hotter with scarcity of resources. 

However, there needs to be more research in this area to deal with the changing environmental 

factors and utilizing sorghum to its full capacity in Europe. 

The overall aim of this thesis was to characterize novel sorghum germplasm and identify genomic 

regions potentially involved in cold tolerance. The following major goals were pursued: 

(i) Describe existing germplasm resources and developments for identification and implementation 

of useful diversity for stress adaptation traits in sorghum and comparing different genomics-based 

methods for breeding of complex, low-heritability traits. (Chapter 2) 

(ii) The novel sorghum germplasm collection conserved at the Uganda National Gene Bank was 

characterized using whole genome SNP markers. Discriminant analysis of principal components 

(DAPC) was implemented to racially classify the accessions and characterize the sub-groups 

present within the diversity set. This dataset was also used to perform genome-wide association 

studies for identifying cold tolerance in sorghum at juvenile stage as an adaptive trait for temperate 

climate. (Chapter 3) 

(ii) Evaluation of genetic architecture of reproductive cold tolerance in sorghum for expanding its 

production into temperate areas via genome-wide association studies and identification of superior 

and environmentally stable cold tolerance accessions (Chapter 4) 

(iii) Provide insights and ideas about conservation and improvement of genebank resources 

through modern genomic technologies and the current and future state of sorghum breeding though 

implementations of genomics and bioinformatics approaches, especially towards its adaptation to 

temperate climate (Chapter 5) 
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26.1 Introduction

Sorghum is a genus consisting of  many species in 
different levels of  domestication, comprising 
wild (e.g. Sorghum arundinaceum), weedy (e.g. 
Sorghum halapense) and domesticated ones 
(e.g. Sorghum × almum, Sorghum sudanense and 
Sorghum bicolor). S. bicolor (L.) Moench is the 
fifth most important cereal crop globally. It shows 
a remarkable diversity, including five different 
subspecies and their intermediates, and several 
crop types like grain, forage, sweet and broom-
corn (Hariprasanna and Patil, 2015). Although 
it originates in the tropics of  Africa, the remark-
able scope of  genetic diversity among the differ-
ent subspecies has conferred an extraordinarily 
broad adaptability and a highly versatile range 
of  end uses (Boyles et al., 2019). Sorghum has a 
particular advantage over crops like maize in ex-
treme climates, where it achieves superior yields 
to maize (Farré and Faci, 2006; Staggenborg 
et  al., 2008). Although sorghum is a major 
subsistence crop worldwide and an important 
component of  industrial agriculture, it is frequently 
considered an orphan crop (Boyles et al., 2019) 

and breeding progress has been considerably 
slower than for most major global crops.

Despite its enormous potential and broad 
adaptive diversity, breeding to adapt sorghum 
for agricultural use in temperate Europe has 
progressed only slowly so far. Until recently, 
conventional breeding methods were the primary 
approach for genetic improvement of  sorghum. 
These were mainly based on selection by visual 
phenotyping accompanied by introgression of  de-
sirable traits into elite germplasm. As in the early 
stages of  classical breeding in most crops, these 
classical approaches present strong challenges to 
overcome linkage drag and maintain useful diver-
sity in chromosome regions carrying essential 
adaptation genes under strong selection.

In recent times, modern molecular breed-
ing tools like high-throughput molecular mark-
ers and genomic selection (GS) have shown great 
potential. Both can be combined to great effect 
with conventional breeding schemes to improve 
ecogeographical adaptation to new growing en-
vironments and further increase genetic gain 
for essential agronomic traits. For example, the 
major factors limiting adaptation of  sorghum as 

*Corresponding author: steffen.m.windpassinger@agrar.uni-giessen.de
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a cereal or biofuel crop in Northern Europe are 
its photoperiod sensitivity, along with a strong 
susceptibility to cool or cold temperatures at 
sowing and flowering (Windpassinger, 2016). 
Whereas photoperiod sensitivity is relatively sim-
ple to solve by conventional or marker-assisted 
backcrossing, adaptation to other abiotic stress 
is much more difficult to deal with in breeding 
programmes. This chapter reviews germplasm 
sources for and new developments in the identi-
fication and implementation of  useful genetic 
diversity for temperate climate adaptation, along 
with genomics-based methods for breeding of  
complex, low-heritability traits like abiotic stress 
tolerance.

26.2 Origin and Genetic Diversity  
of Sorghum

The origin of  early domestication of  sorghum is 
hypothesized to have taken place in sub-Saharan 
Africa (present Ethiopia and Sudan) around 
5000–8000 years ago (Mann et al., 1983). From 
here, the species spread into different climatic 
zones of  Africa, India, the Middle East and East 
Asia, initially via anthropogenic migration and 
later via human trade routes (Morris et al., 2013). 
The lengthy process of  adaptation to these dif-
ferent environments and ongoing selection for 
different kinds of  human agricultural uses (grain, 
fodder, sugar, fibre) have created a vast genetic 
and phenotypic diversity among cultivated sor-
ghum forms. Based on panicle and spikelet 
morphology the cultivated germplasm can be 
classified into five major races (bicolor, caudatum, 
durra, guinea and kafir) and ten intermediate 
races (Harlan and de Wet, 1972), representing 
the adaptation into different agroclimatic zones. 
Phylogenetic studies showed that genetic related-
ness in sorghum accessions is predominantly 
based on geographic origin and race (Morris 
et al., 2013). Similar to other crops, the identifi-
cation and implementation of  useful genetic di-
versity remain a paramount goal in sorghum 
breeding to ensure maintenance of  genetic gain 
and constant replenishment of  resistances to 
important pathogens. Recent studies have under-
lined the importance of  a continuous integra-
tion of  diverse, exotic material into modern 
breeding programmes (Jordan et  al., 2011), 

particularly the value represented by the sec-
ondary gene pool in the wild species S. bicolor 
subsp. verticilliflorum and Sorghum propinquum 
(Dillon et al., 2007; Mace et al., 2013; Muraya, 
2014; Venkateswaran et al., 2014).

26.3 Existing Molecular Tools to 
Enhance Abiotic Stress Tolerance

Since the origins of  plant breeding as a system-
atic science, after the rediscovery of  Mendel’s 
laws just over a century ago, plant breeders have 
successfully developed new improved varieties 
by crossing and selection (Smýkal et al., 2016). 
In recent decades, integration of  new molecular 
breeding and biotechnological techniques into 
the process of  crop improvement has contrib-
uted further to enhanced genetic gain and 
breeding has increased the productivity and sus-
tainability of  major crops (Voss-Fels et al., 2019). 
The availability of  various genomic tools and re-
sources has led to a new revolution in plant 
breeding, as they facilitate the study of  the geno-
type and its relationship with the phenotype, in 
particular for complex traits under strong envir-
onmental influence. The availability of  a refer-
ence genome for sorghum (Paterson et al., 2009), 
along with extensive additional genome sequence 
resources (e.g. Mace et  al., 2013; Morris et  al., 
2013), greatly facilitates genomic-based breed-
ing approaches. The relatively small diploid gen-
ome (2n = 20, ~730 Mb) and the high degree of  
synteny to maize and rice (Paterson et al., 2009) 
greatly facilitate comparative genomics to take 
advantage of  vast genomics resources from re-
lated monocot crops. Progress in this field for 
sorghum, however, has been relatively slow and 
limited due to its lower economic importance 
compared with other cereals.

Reduction in the cost of  next-generation 
sequencing (NGS) technologies has led to mass 
sequencing of  crop genomes and transcriptomes, 
which has facilitated the discovery of  new genes 
and the development of  vast collections of  mo-
lecular markers like single-nucleotide polymor-
phisms (SNPs), which in turn are the basis for 
construction of  high-density genetic maps. 
These facilitate mapping of  genes and quantita-
tive trait loci (QTLs) in bi-parental populations or 
via genome-wide association studies (GWAS), 
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helping to dissect genomic regions associated 
with complex phenotypes. In addition, reverse 
genomics approaches including mutagenesis ap-
proaches make it possible to screen mutant and 
germplasm collections for allelic variants of  tar-
get genes. All these tools and resources facilitate 
exploration of  the genetic diversity and the de-
veloped markers can be incorporated into breed-
ing programmes for marker-assisted selection 
(MAS). Common strategies include marker- 
assisted backcrossing with trait-linked foreground 
markers and genome-wide background markers, 
‘breeding by design’ or new strategies like GS. 
Sorghum was one of  the first major crops whose 
genome sequence was assembled. More recently, 
large-scale sequencing of  transcriptomes (Maki-
ta et al., 2015) has opened up new avenues for 
the global sorghum research community and 
has drastically simplified SNP marker identifica-
tion and development. Sorghum genomic data-
bases like SorghumFDB (Tian et al., 2016) have 
combined various genomic data and func-
tional annotations to create multidimensional 
biological relationships which could assist in 
sorghum functional genomics analyses and help 
in effective crop improvement.

Early genetic linkage maps for sorghum 
were constructed using labour-intensive or dom-
inant markers such as RFLP (restriction frag-
ment length polymorphism), AFLP (amplified 
fragment length polymorphism) and RAPD 
(random amplified polymorphic DNA) (Hulbert 
et  al., 1990; Berhan et  al., 1993; Boivin et  al., 
1999; Peng et al., 1999; Singh and Lohithaswa, 
2006; Ejeta and Knoll, 2007). Although these 
maps played an important role in early sorghum 
genetic research, they were later superseded by 
more informative markers like simple sequence 
repeat (SSR) microsatellite markers, which were 
commonly used for sorghum gene mapping, 
genome evolutionary studies, molecular genet-
ics and marker-assisted breeding (Tao et  al., 
1998; Xu et  al., 2001; Yonemaru et  al., 2009; 
Kong et al., 2013).

However, these technologies were limited 
by their restricted genome coverage and the rela-
tively low number of  polymorphic markers. 
Hamblin et al. (2004) first integrated SNP mark-
ers in sorghum to study genetic variation. The 
Diversity Arrays Technology (DArT; Canberra, 
Australia) was later applied to integrate multi-
ple-component sorghum genetic maps to create 

a consensus map (Mace et al., 2009). Presently, 
SNP markers are widely used in sorghum for 
studies tackling the genetic control of  abiotic 
stress tolerance (see below).

26.4 History of Temperate  
Adaptation in Sorghum

Sorghum is originally a photosensitive short-day 
plant, conferring the best adaptation to its centre 
of  origin in the semi-arid tropics of  the Sahel 
zone. In these environments, the rainy season 
ends quite reliably at a latitude-specific time in 
autumn, with a day length below 12 h, whereas 
the onset of  the new rainy season can vary 
strongly from year to year. Hence, local land-
races are best adapted when flowering starts 
around 20 days before onset of  the dry season, 
regardless of  their sowing time, to allow for suf-
ficient water supply during anthesis and 
grain-filling period and dry conditions during 
ripening (Guitton et  al., 2015). The relatively 
simple genetic architecture of  photoperiodism in 
sorghum, which is controlled by four major 
maturity loci designated Ma1, Ma2, Ma3 and 
Ma4 (Quinby and Karper, 1945; Quinby, 1966), 
facilitated the generation of  useful mutants. 
Dominant alleles at these loci induce photosensi-
tivity, with Ma1 having the largest impact (Klein 
et al., 2008). A recessive mutation at this locus 
alone is sufficient to allow flowering under 
longer days in extra-tropical environments, and 
corresponding mutations occurred independ-
ently in different parts of  the world following 
geographic dispersal of  sorghum. By tracing al-
lelic variants of  the underlying gene PRR37, 
new insights were obtained into the historical 
expansion of  sorghum into temperate areas of  
South Africa, China, Europe and the USA (Klein 
et al., 2015). Sorghum was probably introduced 
into China as early as ad 400 via trade routes 
from India. Subsequently, under strong selection 
pressure for photoperiod insensitivity and early 
vigor, grain type kaoliang and broomcorn di-
verged there. From China, sorghum was brought 
to Europe (Klein et al., 2015), where its first de-
scription dates back to 1204 in the Piemont re-
gion of  Italy (Becker-Dillingen, 1927). However, 
in contrast to new-world crops such as maize 
and potato, which arrived several centuries later 
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but were rapidly adopted, the importance of  sor-
ghum for European agriculture remained 
limited for a considerable time. It was relatively 
widespread from the 16th to 18th centuries in 
Southern and South-Eastern Europe; however, 
during that time its utilization was confined to 
broomcorn (Dahlberg et al., 2012), implying low 
selection pressure for grain yield and further 
adaptive traits. The introduction of  sorghum 
into North America occurred as broomcorn 
from Europe during the 1750s (Berenji et  al., 
2011) and, more importantly, as grain and sweet 
sorghum arriving from Africa on slave ships 
during the first half  of  the 19th century (Sleper 
and Poehlman, 2006).The number of  founder 
cultivars was low and sorghum cultivation was 
initially limited to subtropical areas of  Texas. 
However, farmers soon selected early-maturing 
mutant plants, corresponding to the previously 
described mutations at the Ma loci, with a short 
stature. Similarly to photoperiodism, plant height 
in sorghum is determined by four major dwarf 
loci (designated Dw

1–4
) with dominant alleles 

conferring tallness (Quinby and Karper, 1945; 
Multani et al., 2003; Hilley et al., 2016, 2017).

Systematic, modern sorghum breeding 
started in the USA during the first half  of  the 
20th century and the combination of  different 
desirable mutants facilitated the release of  ear-
ly-maturing cultivars that enabled cultivation as 
far north as Nebraska (Klein et  al., 2008). Im-
pressive yield gains were achieved in the 1950s 
by changing from line to hybrid breeding (see 
below). Nevertheless, the narrow genetic base of  
photoperiod-insensitive breeding lines was soon 
recognized as a bottleneck for further yield gains 
and improvements in abiotic and biotic stress 
tolerance. To broaden the genetic diversity for 
temperate sorghum breeding, the ‘Sorghum Con-
version Program’ was initiated in 1963 by the 
US Department of  Agriculture (USDA). Taking 
into consideration the inheritance of  photosensi-
tivity and plant height in sorghum, a backcrossing 
programme was conducted to convert genetically 
diverse tropical accessions to early-maturing 
lines suitable for combine harvesting. Through 
this programme, about 850 converted and  
partially converted lines have been developed 
(Stephens et  al., 1967). Owing to the huge  
impact of  this programme, most temperate sor-
ghum hybrids today have conversion lines in 
their pedigree (Gabriel, 2005).

In theory, fully converted sorghum geno-
types were expected to consist of  97% recurrent 
tropical parent genome. However, the ability to 
visualize and characterize genome introgres-
sions using whole-genome sequencing or SNP 
genotyping revealed that the recovery of  the 
exotic genome in backcrossed progenies con-
taining desirable dwarf and maturity alleles was 
not as complete as assumed. Extensive stretches 
of  the donor genome remained in linkage drag, 
for example on sorghum chromosome Sb06, 
which harbours crucial adaptive loci (ma1 and 
dw2 genes) (Klein et al., 2008). As a result, little 
functional diversity in temperate sorghum geno-
types has remained on this chromosome, which 
contains roughly 10% of  all sorghum genes. 
This severely limits the adaptive potential espe-
cially for complex traits (Thurber et  al., 2013), 
presenting a key target for genomics-assisted 
breeding.

26.5 Potential of Sorghum in  
Temperate Climates

Underlining its adaptive potential, a substantial 
proportion of  the world’s sorghum harvest is 
today produced far away from its origin in trop-
ical Africa, with countries like the USA, Mexico, 
Argentina, China and Australia among the 
main producers. However, in these countries, 
sorghum is mainly still grown in hot and dry, 
predominantly subtropical environments, with 
little expansion of  production into temperate 
high-latitude areas. In Europe, sorghum has not 
yet achieved more than minor importance and 
so far the production is also concentrated in 
areas with hot summers, like southern France, 
Italy, Hungary, Romania, Ukraine and southern 
Russia. Altogether, the sorghum acreage in Eur-
ope of  around 465,000 ha comprises only 1% of  
the global acreage. In contrast, maize is planted 
on 18,000,000 ha in Europe, spanning as far 
north as southern Scandinavia. This compari-
son with maize is relevant for two main reasons. 
First, maize is also a C

4 crop derived from the 
tropics, so its adaptation and expansion into cool 
temperate areas may serve as a blueprint for 
sorghum. Second, maize has a highly similar 
production technique and provides the same 
range of  major uses as sorghum (grain, silage, 
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bioenergy). Presently, maize is the crop of  choice 
for biofuel and feed in temperate zones and the 
production system is very well established. How-
ever, there are several factors favouring an in-
crease in sorghum acreage at the expense of  
maize in temperate Europe. Most importantly, 
the continuing expansion of  maize monoculture 
on to vast production areas in Europe presents 
serious phyto-pathological threats like the west-
ern corn rootworm Diabrotica virgifera (Wesseler 
and Fall, 2010), especially in light of  European 
policies on non-use of  genetically modified or-
ganisms which preclude cultivation of  trans-
genic Bt maize as an effective solution to this 
pest. Sorghum as a non-host (Oyediran et  al., 
2004) may become one of  the most compatible, 
viable alternatives to maize in quarantine areas. 
Furthermore, sorghum has a greater tolerance 
against most types of  abiotic stress than maize. 
In the face of  growing environmental and agro-
ecological concerns with regard to climate 
change and agricultural sustainability, the high 
nutrient efficiency of  sorghum can be a key 
asset, allowing for significant reduction of  N fer-
tilization. Its high water-use efficiency and 
drought tolerance are becoming more import-
ant in the context of  climate change, enabling 
satisfactory yields in recent hot and dry Euro-
pean summers where other crops have frequently 
failed. Surprisingly, sorghum also tolerates tem-
porary waterlogging considerably better than 
maize (Promkhambut et  al., 2011), ensuring 
good yield stability even in extreme or fluctuat-
ing environments. Despite its potential, as a 
tropical C

4 plant sorghum needs extensive breed-
ing effort for adaptation to temperate climates 
before it can be broadly established in areas like 
Central Europe (Windpassinger et  al., 2015).  
In particular, its sensitivity to chilling represents 
a major constraint. Again, however, the history 
of  North American and European maize breed-
ing demonstrates that successful adaptation of  a 
highly diverse tropical C

4 plant into temperate 
environments is feasible, suggesting similar pos-
sibilities for sorghum. However, the prerequisites 
for maize were arguably more advantageous, with 
a far longer history of  temperate adaptation 
than sorghum. Already in pre-Columbian times, 
maize had spread into temperate North America 
up to what is today southern Canada (Matsuoka 
et al., 2002), and recent results indicate a diver-
gence between tropical and temperate maize as 

early as 3400 years ago (Liu et al., 2015). Suc-
cessful maize introductions to Central Europe 
from the 16th century onwards consisted of  
these ‘pre-adapted’ temperate maize types (flint 
variety group). Subsequently, adapted flint 
landraces developed under a strong selection 
pressure for early maturity and tolerance to cool 
spring temperatures. The fast expansion of  
maize acreage in Central Europe during the 
second half  of  the 20th century benefited con-
siderably from (i) the existence of  adapted flint 
germplasm and (ii) their heterotic pattern with 
North American dents, which allowed an opti-
mal exploitation of  heterosis in well-adapted and 
high-yielding hybrids. Both of  these prerequis-
ites exist only vaguely in sorghum, although 
Chinese kaoliang forms might eventually play a 
similar role as European flint in terms of  early 
ecogeographic adaptation to temperate climatic 
zones. However, thanks to the modern molecu-
lar breeding techniques presented in the follow-
ing sections, enhancement of  quantitative traits 
like abiotic stress tolerance can potentially be 
achieved at a significantly faster pace today than 
during the early days of  European maize breed-
ing in the last century, provided sufficient invest-
ment is possible. Furthermore, access to extremely 
diverse tropical sorghum materials, including 
germplasm with pre-existing cool-temperature 
adaptation from growth at altitude in the high-
lands of  Central and East Africa, is facilitated by 
a simple inheritance of  photosensitivity. This 
allows for rapid backcrossing programmes, as 
successfully proven by the Sorghum Conversion 
Program in the USA.

26.6 Breeding Goals for Sorghum 
Temperate Adaptation and Their 

Present State-of-the-Art

Enhancements in abiotic stress tolerances, 
especially chilling tolerance, are the principal 
breeding goals required to establish stable sor-
ghum productivity in temperate areas. Obvi-
ously, yield and adequate maturity, as the final 
outcome of  genotype × environment inter-
actions, have greater economic importance; 
however, in temperate sorghum production 
systems these traits are highly intertwined with 
chilling tolerance.
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26.6.1 Juvenile chilling tolerance

Due to its tropical origin, sorghum generally 
does not tolerate frost and requires temperatures 
of  more than 20°C for optimal growth. Lower 
temperatures induce different grades of  chilling 
stress (see Fig. 26.1) and are especially problem-
atic during emergence and seedling establish-
ment (Pinthus and Rosenblum, 1961; Peacock, 
1982). An improved juvenile chilling tolerance 
is thus mandatory for a successful adaptation to 
higher latitudes, since it would allow for earlier 
sowing, enhancing yield potential and maturity 
due to a longer growth period. Presently, in tem-
perate areas such as Central Europe, sorghum is 
still sown several weeks later than maize, imply-
ing a loss of  growth days which explains most of  
its present yield penalty in comparison to maize. 
However, improved early chilling tolerance can 
also be beneficial for some subtropical regions 
where sorghum is already well established, since 
earlier sowing in spring can potentially allow a 
better utilization of  winter moisture (Patane 
et al., 2006).

Several studies have been undertaken to 
mine sources of  chilling tolerance in sorghum 
(Singh, 1985; Salas Fernandez et al., 2014). Ba-
sically, these studies coincide in the identification 
of  chilling-tolerant germplasm among Chinese 
kaoliangs and tropical highland accessions 

(e.g. from Ethiopia, Uganda and Yemen). Singh 
(1985) studied juvenile and pre-flowering cold 
tolerance in 380 accessions, with a focus on ma-
terials from China, Ethiopia, Uganda and the 
USA. The highest cold tolerance was observed 
among the Ethiopian and Ugandan accessions 
Alemaya70, Jewegere 935, Muyra, Mabere,  
Magune and Nyundo. The Chinese accession PI 
610727 was highlighted as highly cold-tolerant 
by Franks et  al. (2006) and further used by  
Burow et al. (2011) as the cold-tolerant parent in 
a bi-parental QTL mapping population. Salas Fer-
nandez et al. (2014) tested 38 kaoliangs and 18 
non-kaoliangs and identified new tolerant mater-
ial from China, Korea and Russia. Kaoliangs are 
often highly cold-tolerant but have poor agro-
nomic characteristics which limit their direct use 
in breeding programmes (Franks et al., 2006).

In a recent study conducted under Central 
European field conditions, Schaffasz et  al. 
(2019a) revealed that valuable sources for chill-
ing tolerance and early vigour can also be found 
among existing US sorghum conversion lines. 
The accessions SC614 and SC1201 performed 
best for emergence and SC702 best for early 
shoot biomass. In contrast to kaoliang, these 
conversion lines are more amenable for breeding 
of  grain sorghum. In recent years, increasing 
research efforts have begun to dissect the genetic 
architecture of  juvenile chilling tolerance in 

(a) (b)

Fig. 26.1. Variation for chilling tolerance and early vigour among different sorghum accessions.  
(a) Different reaction of sorghum accessions to controlled chilling-stress conditions (13°C day/10°C night 
during emergence and subsequent growth). Susceptible genotypes show poor emergence and development, 
and/or complete chlorophyll degradation (white leaves), while tolerant accessions show satisfying 
emergence and maintenance of photosynthetic apparatus (green leaves). (b) Sorghum genotypes (sown 
in two-rowed plots) show remarkable variation for establishment and early vigour in a field experiment in 
Germany.
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sorghum by QTL studies in segregating bi-paren-
tal populations.

Knoll et  al. (2008) dissected the early- 
season cold tolerance in sorghum using a recom-
binant inbred line (RIL) population derived from 
a cross between Shan Qui Red (SQR, cold-tolerant) 
and SRN39 (cold-sensitive). They identified two 
QTLs for germination under cold stress on link-
age group SBI-03a (on chromosome Sb03) and 
on group SBI-07b (chromosome Sb07), both of  
which showed significant trait associations 
under cold temperatures. A region on chromo-
some Sb01 derived from SQR showed strong as-
sociations with seedling emergence and seedling 
vigour scores under early and late field plant-
ings. One QTL for both early and late emergence 
and another QTL for early vigour were identified 
on Sb02 and Sb04, respectively. Shortly after, 14 
QTLs associated with different cold tolerance 
traits were detected on chromosomes Sb01, 
Sb02, Sb04, Sb07 and Sb09 (Burow et al., 2011). 
In particular, Sb09 was shown to harbour four 
QTLs for field emergence that co-localized with 
QTLs for cold germinability. Bekele et al. (2014) 
identified highly interactive epistatic QTL hot-
spots, including a previously unknown QTL on 
Sb06 with a significant effect on prolonged chill-
ing survival, which were found to regulate differ-
ent physiological mechanisms contributing to 
maintenance of  growth and development even 
under chilling temperatures.

During the past decade, genetic association 
studies using various diversity panels have ac-
celerated the identification of  genome regions 
and promising candidate genes highly influen-
cing cold tolerance during emergence. Fiedler 
et al. (2012, 2014, 2016) reported multiple cold 
tolerance QTLs and identified gene Cold-Shock 
Domain Protein 1 (CSDP1) as a potential positional 
and functional candidate. One QTL region on 
chromosome Sb06 was identified as a putative 
hotspot for temperature-mediated seedling emer-
gence and survival. This region was later inde-
pendently verified (Parra-Londono et al., 2018). 
Recently, Schaffasz et al. (2019a) presented the 
first study to jointly analyse both agronomical 
and cold tolerance traits on a broad diversity set 
under Central European conditions. The findings 
from these studies show the potential of  GWAS 
to help dissect the genetic complexity of  cold 
temperature susceptibility, an important prerequis-
ite for development of  temperature-resilient 

sorghum cultivars and further characterization 
of  genomic regions responsible for adaptation to 
thermal stresses (Chopra et al., 2017).

Recently, Marla et  al. (2019) applied a 
nested association mapping (NAM) approach to 
investigate chilling tolerance in a multi-parental 
population, identifying ten loci explaining 20–41% 
of  the phenotypic variation within these US sor-
ghum accessions. Surprisingly, the results showed 
the co-inheritance of  chilling tolerance loci with 
wild-type alleles of  classical tannin (Tan1 and 
Tan2) and dwarfing genes (Dw1 and Dw3), four 
of  the five most important genes under selection 
by US sorghum breeders in the 20th century. 
The fifth of  these, Maturity1, did not co-localize 
with chilling tolerance QTLs. Because there is no 
clear evidence to suggest that Tan1, Tan2, Dw1 
or Dw3 is directly involved in cold tolerance 
responses, this association seems more likely to 
be caused by the substantial linkage drag 
surrounding these gene variants rather than a 
negative pleiotropic association between the 
traits. In other words, this result indicates that 
strong selection for essential recessive adapta-
tion alleles in modern grain sorghum resulted in 
loss of  early-season chilling tolerance by linkage 
in repulsion. In consequence, the authors sug-
gest revision of  the original model of  sorghum 
chilling sensitivity to be only caused by its trop-
ical origin, since African sorghums introduced 
into the USA harboured basal chilling tolerance 
which was subsequently lost by breeding. Al-
together, the results of  the previously discussed 
mapping studies are concordant and coincide in 
a strongly quantitative character for all juvenile 
chilling tolerance-related traits. For practical 
breeding, these results imply strong limitations 
regarding the possibilities of  MAS. Nevertheless, 
these studies provide valuable insights into the 
underlying physiological mechanisms of  abiotic 
stress tolerance. Of  special interest are the re-
sults of  Marla et  al. (2019), which provide 
explanations on how the co-inheritance of  chill-
ing sensitivity with desired traits has hampered 
breeding efforts during the last decades. The re-
cently developed Sorghum QTL Atlas platform 
(Mace et al., 2019), which facilitates identifica-
tion of  candidate genes in sorghum and their 
comparison across related species like maize and 
rice, provides important new data about linkage 
relationships among genome-wide QTLs for 
important agronomic traits and can provide a 
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starting point (foreground and background 
markers) for endeavours to identify useful re-
combinants that disrupt linkage in repulsion be-
tween key adaptation and chilling tolerance loci.

26.6.2 Reproductive chilling tolerance

Pre-flowering reproductive stage is the second 
sensitive developmental phase in sorghum af-
fected by temperatures below 15°C (Singh, 
1985). Depending on duration and intensity of  
the stress, male sterility can be induced in sor-
ghum, leading to a reduction or even, in extreme 
cases, a complete loss of  seed yield (see Fig. 26.2) 
(Downes and Marshall, 1971; Osuna-Ortega 
et al., 2003). For adaptation of  sorghum to tem-
perate climates, reproductive chilling tolerance 
is at least equally as important as juvenile chill-
ing tolerance. While farmers can choose later 
sowing dates to reduce juvenile chilling stress 
(albeit at the expense of  yield potential), there is 
no escape strategy for cold nights during the 
critical reproductive stage in summer. Tropical 

high-altitude environments could also benefit 
from sorghum varieties with improved repro-
ductive chilling tolerance. In contrast to temper-
ate high-latitude environments, where chilling 
stress at pre-flowering stage occurs rather infre-
quently followed by intervals of  warmer wea-
ther, tropical highlands tend to have constantly 
cool nights, making them suitable selection 
environments also for temperate breeding pro-
grammes. Reproductive chilling tolerance is also 
considered to be potentially beneficial for sor-
ghum cultivation in the Indian post-rainy sea-
son (rabi) (Krishnamurthy et al., 2014).

The first scientific description of  male steril-
ity in sorghum after a cold treatment (13°C) was 
provided by Downes and Marshall (1971), who 
were originally seeking a new crossing method. 
Brooking (1976) described problems with mei-
osis in mother-spore cells as a possible reason for 
this phenomenon. Singh (1985) scored repro-
ductive chilling tolerance (along with juvenile 
chilling tolerance, see above) in a set of  380 
accessions, identifying several tolerance sources. 
Notable breeding efforts were undertaken to 
develop sorghum varieties with enhanced 

Fig. 26.2. Variation for sorghum reproductive cold tolerance in a field experiment in Germany: tolerant 
line with high pollen viability also at cool temperatures, and hence full seed set (left); susceptible line with 
cold-induced male sterility, resulting in almost no seed set (right).
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reproductive chilling tolerance for the Mexican 
High Valleys (>2000 m above sea level) (Men-
doza, 1988; Osuna-Ortega et  al., 2000, 2003; 
Leon-Velasco et al., 2009; Cisneros-López et al., 
2010), using cold-tolerant accessions from Af-
rica and India donated by the International 
Crops Research Institute for the Semi-Arid Trop-
ics (ICRISAT)–International Maize and Wheat 
Improvement Center (CIMMYT) as base material 
(Leon-Velasco et al., 2009). As a result, varieties 
with a satisfying seed set and yield even at night 
temperatures of  6°C during the critical stages 
could be developed (Osuna-Ortega et al., 2003), 
underlining the feasibility of  genetic improve-
ment of  this trait. Maulana and Tesso (2013) 
recommended the accession Shan Qui Red (a 
Chinese kaoliang known for good early chilling 
tolerance) as a tolerance source also for repro-
ductive chilling tolerance. In contrast to juvenile 
chilling tolerance, surprisingly little is known 
about the genetic architecture of  reproductive 
chilling tolerance in sorghum to date. Both 
Singh (1985) and Schaffasz et  al. (2019b) de-
scribed a more or less dominant inheritance. 
Interestingly, the observed heritability for seed 
set traits under stress (Schaffasz et  al., 2019b) 
was notably higher than for juvenile chilling tol-
erance traits (Windpassinger, 2016; Schaffasz 
et al., 2019a). However, GWAS or QTL mapping 
for this trait still needs to be performed to un-
ravel its quantitative genetic control.

26.7 Breeding Methods

The type of  sorghum and the purpose for its pro-
duction vary widely depending on the region 
where it is grown. Sorghum is a predominantly 
self-pollinating crop. The level of  cross-pollination 
depends on panicle architecture and weather 
conditions and increases under stress (Osuna- 
Ortega et  al., 2003). Thus, breeding procedures 
applicable to both self- and cross-pollinated 
crops can be deployed to sorghum improvement 
(Rakshit and Bellundagi, 2019). However, for 
both pedigree breeding and hybrid breeding the 
primary goals of  sorghum breeders throughout 
the world are always grain/biomass yield, adap-
tation, stress tolerance and product quality.

Heterosis (hybrid vigour) in sorghum was 
already described by Conner and Karper (1927) 

but unlike monoecious maize, the perfect flowers 
of  sorghum prevented hybrid seed production 
on a commercial scale until 1952, when both 
cytoplasmic-male sterility (CMS) and fertility 
restorers possessing dominant Rf alleles were 
discovered in the USA (Stephens and Holland, 
1954). Commercial CMS-based hybrid seed pro-
duction began in 1956 and only four years later, 
the proportion of  sorghum production from hy-
brid cultivar in the USA reached 95%, resulting 
in a doubling of  grain yield compared with 1952 
(Quinby, 1974; Smith and Frederiksen, 2000). 
Presently, sorghum production in regions with 
an industrialized, commercial agriculture (USA, 
Latin America, Australia and Europe) relies almost 
completely on hybrids, while open-pollinated 
landraces are still predominantly used for sub-
sistence agriculture in Africa.

26.7.1 Enhancements of abiotic stress 
tolerance via heterosis and hybrid 

breeding

Heterosis in sorghum is not only expressed for 
grain and biomass yield, but also for maturity 
(Kirby and Atkins, 1968) and abiotic stress 
tolerance (see Fig. 26.3), including juvenile 
(Pinthus and Rosenblum, 1961; Yu and Tuin-
stra, 2001; Windpassinger, 2016) and repro-
ductive chilling stress (Leon-Velasco et al., 2009; 
Schaffasz et al., 2019b). Efficient and successful 
hybrid breeding requires the development of  
complementary heterotic pools with a sufficiently 
high genetic distance between them. Well- 
designed heterotic pools ensure a consistent 
exploitation of  heterosis by increasing the rela-
tive contribution of  general combining ability 
(GCA) effects in comparison to effects from spe-
cific combining ability (SCA) (Reif  et  al., 2005; 
Schnable and Springer, 2013). Sorghum heter-
otic pools are not yet defined as clearly as they 
are in maize (Monk et al., 2014). However, the 
availability of  cost-effective molecular markers 
provides new opportunities to evaluate the phylo-
genetic and genomic structure of  accessions to 
establish genetically distinct pools for temperate 
sorghum breeding programmes. Pre-existing 
heterotic patterns can be easily compromised 
by arbitrary crosses, a frequent occurrence prior 
to the implementation of  molecular marker 
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techniques in sorghum hybrid breeding (Menz 
et  al., 2004). On the other hand, genome-wide 
markers can also help to rapidly characterize 
genetic diversity and design genome-assisted 
cross schemata for separation of  heterotic pools.

The development of  heterotic pools can 
potentially make a significant contribution to 
enhancement of  abiotic stress tolerance in 
sorghum hybrids. An important question for 
breeders is to what extent hybrid performance 
can be predicted based on per se line perform-
ance. For juvenile chilling tolerance, Wind-
passinger (2016) showed that line performance 
per se is in fact a poor predictor of  hybrid per-
formance. Hence, an overly strict selection of  hy-
brid parents based on the per se tolerance is in 
fact counterproductive, whereas GCA tests seem 
to be a more efficient and useful approach. For 
emergence and early heterotrophic growth of  
hybrids, the impact of  the female parent is 
known to be higher (Yu and Tuinstra, 2001; 
Windpassinger 2016), suggesting priority should 
be given to improvement of  the female pool in a 
hybrid breeding programme. For reproductive 
chilling tolerance, correlations observed between 
per se and hybrid performance were somewhat 
higher than for juvenile chilling tolerance 
(Schaffasz et al., 2019b). Nevertheless, GCA tests 
also appear to be the preferable selection method 
for this trait. Due to a high GCA:SCA ratio and 

low GCA × environment interaction, robust en-
hancements of  reproductive chilling tolerance 
via hybrid breeding seem to be feasible (Schaf-
fasz et  al., 2019b) and a more systematic ex-
ploitation of  heterosis using genomic tools may 
simultaneously help improve genetic gain for 
chilling tolerance. In consequence, future asso-
ciation studies and GS approaches for chilling 
tolerance should focus rather on GCA than per 
se performance (as done in the past) as a basis for 
successful hybrid breeding towards more robust 
and stable plant establishment, pollen fertility 
and seed set under cool-temperature conditions.

26.8 Advancement and Use of  
Genomics and Bioinformatics  

Approaches

26.8.1 High-throughput genotyping tools

The major prerequisite for application of  genom-
ics in genetic analyses or breeding of  complex 
quantitative traits is the availability of  suitable 
platforms and SNP marker panels for rapid, 
cost-effective, genome-wide marker screening. 
In sorghum, large population genomics studies 
have been achieved with sequencing-based 
marker techniques (see below), but molecular 

Female

parent

F1

hybrid

Male

parent

Female

parent

F1

hybrid

Male
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Fig. 26.3. Reaction of two different sorghum F1 hybrids and their respective parental lines to prolonged 
chilling stress (13°C day/10°C night in a climate chamber experiment) induced after emergence at warm 
temperatures. While heterosis for early biomass production is clearly visible, the ability to survive 
prolonged chilling (expressed in the maintenance of green leaves) seems to be a rather additive trait.
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breeding efforts for most other major crops have 
generally been based on dedicated SNP array 
genotyping platforms. SNP arrays have a num-
ber of  advantages for breeding in comparison to 
sequencing approaches, not least the ability of  
service providers who can deliver low-cost geno-
type data sets without the need for breeders to 
have access to their own sophisticated molecular 
genetics laboratories or bioinformatics facilities. 
With an SNP array a fixed marker panel is geno-
typed for every individual and the customer/
breeder is provided with a simple spreadsheet 
containing genotype calls. This means that con-
siderably less bioinformatics analysis is required 
than for derivation of  SNP variants from geno-
typing-by-sequencing (GBS) data, for example. 
In contrast to other major crops like wheat, 
maize, canola, barley or soybean, however, until 
recently there has not been a major push to 
develop a community-driven public SNP geno-
typing array platform. Bekele et al. (2013) devel-
oped a small-scale Illumina Infinium 3K SNP 
genotyping array with 2620 SNP markers and 
demonstrated its implementation for genetic 
mapping, diversity analyses and GWAS (Bekele 
et  al., 2014). Later, large-scale genomic rese-
quencing data were used to generate a 90K SNP 
Affymetrix Axiom genotyping array for GWAS 
(Parra-Londono et al., 2018); however, to date, 
no commercial sorghum SNP chip has been 
made available for public use. In 2019, efforts 
were initiated to establish a private–public con-
sortium for development of  a low-cost Illumina 
SNP array for sorghum breeding, but to date 
most large-scale genotyping efforts have been 
carried out using sequencing-based genotyping 
technologies.

26.8.2 Use of next-generation-sequencing 
genotyping techniques in sorghum

Incredible progress has been made in modern 
DNA sequencing technologies and accompany-
ing bioinformatics methods in recent years. NGS 
technologies can be utilized for identifying the 
genetic basis of  agriculturally important traits 
and for predicting the breeding value of  individ-
uals in a plant breeding population (Varshney 
et  al., 2014). Detailed phenotyping of  multi- 
parental NAM populations (Jordan et al., 2012; 

Marla et  al., 2019) has been applied in associ-
ation with high-resolution sequencing-based 
sorghum genotype data to dissect different abi-
otic stress traits.

Sequence-based genotyping platforms that 
have been applied for sorghum include restric-
tion site-associated DNA sequencing (RAD-seq) 
(Nelson et  al., 2011) and GBS (Morris et  al., 
2013). These two similar, reduced-representa-
tion, genome-wide resequencing methods are 
capable of  identifying, sequencing and genotyp-
ing thousands of  markers across the genome at 
low cost in large populations, making them 
highly suitable for genome-wide analyses of  
complex traits. In a more targeted approach, Ji 
et  al. (2017) implemented genome-wide specif-
ic-locus amplified fragments (SLAF) markers, 
which are highly abundant and evenly distrib-
uted across the genome and thus facilitate the 
scanning of  the sorghum genome for gene min-
ing. The main advantage of  NGS-based genotyp-
ing platforms compared with arrays is their lack 
of  ascertainment bias in the markers assayed, 
improving their potential for discovery of  novel 
variants of  interest for trait improvement. The 
large numbers of  low-cost SNP markers gener-
ated by NGS-based genotyping systems make 
them an economical option for GS in modern 
breeding programmes. Several studies have shown 
the potential of  GS to enhance abiotic stress tol-
erance traits like heat and drought tolerance in 
major cereal crops like rice and maize (Yuan 
et  al., 2018; Bhandari et  al., 2019; Trachsel 
et al., 2019), and recently Velazco et al. (2019) 
demonstrated the efficacy of  GS to enhance the 
stay-green trait in sorghum. To date, however, 
GS is still at its infancy in sorghum for improve-
ment of  abiotic stress traits.

26.8.3 Transcriptome analysis

Coupled with precise phenotyping and proper 
gene annotations, functional genomics can 
provide crucial information regarding complex 
biological processes like abiotic stress responses. 
The impact of  transcriptome analysis in sorghum 
increased rapidly after the completion of  the first 
reference genome and with the advent of  next- 
generation molecular tools. Remarkable pro-
gress has been made in regard to transcriptome 
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analysis of  traits like drought tolerance, cold 
stress, heat and salinity in sorghum (Fracasso 
et al., 2016; Bashir et al., 2019). It has been shown 
that cold stress induces osmotic stress and the 
expression of  transcription factors for protein 
kinase genes is altered (Bashir et  al., 2019). 
Kadier et  al. (2017) identified upregulation of  
the sorghum NAC-transcription factor family 
genes SbNAC17 and SbNAC73 in leaf  tissues 
under cold stress conditions. The role of  NAC 
transcription factors in general abiotic stress- 
response regulation has been described in many 
plant species (see Shao et al., 2015 for a review).

Woldesemayat et al. (2018) recently intro-
duced an integrated approach to mine for candi-
date stress genes across species by combining 
ontology-based semantic data integration with 
expression profiling, comparative genomics, 
phylogenomics, functional gene enrichment and 
gene enrichment network analysis. As a result, 
221 cold stress genes were identified in sorghum 
and were validated using ontology mapping. In 
addition, a phylogenetic tree was constructed to 
infer the evolutionary relationship of  the sor-
ghum orthologues.

26.8.4 Genetic transformation

To intensify the plant development, genetic 
transformation has proved to be a powerful tool 
for gene induction, modulation and expression 
(Gurel et al., 2009). However, sorghum has been 
classified as one of  the most challenging plant 
species to perform tissue culture and genetic 
transformation (Zhu et  al., 1998). Agrobacteri-
um-mediated and particle bombardment trans-
formation are the two main approaches that 
have been exploited for the development of  
transgenic sorghum (Ahmed et al., 2018). Over 
the years, there have been a few studies where 
sorghum was genetically transformed to dissect 
gene complexity of  traits like soil salinity toler-
ance, protein and tannin content (Yellisetty 
et  al., 2015; Kuriyama et  al., 2019; Liu et  al., 
2019) but the efficiency is still behind other 
major crops like rice, maize and barley (Che 
et al., 2018). Since traits like juvenile cold toler-
ance are controlled by a large number of  loci 
and exhibit low heritability (Bekele et al., 2014), 
it remains challenging to design genetic trans-
formation strategies for improving these traits.

26.8.5 TILLING

Although great progress has been made in sor-
ghum genomics, the availability of  mutant lines 
for functional studies via reverse genetics is 
limited. Chemical mutagenesis of  sorghum ger-
mplasm, followed by screening for mutants al-
tered in important agronomic traits by targeting 
induced local lesion in genomes (TILLING), rep-
resents a rapid and effective means for studying 
agronomically important genes (Xin et  al., 
2008). Jiao et  al. (2016) identified potential 
genes involved in drought tolerance using TILL-
ING mutants. Similarly, other abiotic stress traits 
like cold tolerance and photoperiodism can also 
be studied. Using EcoTILLING, Bharathi et  al. 
(2016) screened naturally occurring mutations 
in potential candidate genes to study several 
agronomically important traits in sorghum.  
Undoubtedly, a large-scale resource of  well- 
characterized mutants and naturally occurring 
genetic variation would provide an efficient  
platform for functional validation of  genes in 
sorghum, thereby accelerating sorghum breeding.

26.9 Future Prospects

Sorghum is an important failsafe crop which pro-
vides food, feed, fuel and fodder in many coun-
tries around the globe. It can be used as a model 
for other C4 crops because of  its extensive collec-
tion of  diverse germplasm, genetic and genomic 
resources, and breeding information. Recent 
advancements in NGS, high-throughput pheno-
typing and bioinformatics tools are helping to 
accelerate genetic gain in sorghum across differ-
ent climatic zones. Despite efforts to improve gen-
etic and genomic resources, many such resources 
are still decentralized and independent. Increased 
efforts to coordinate cooperation among comple-
mentary public research programmes could 
further help to integrate research platforms 
available for meta-analysis of  complex adaptive 
traits like chilling tolerance. Using information 
from related monocot crops can critically in-
crease the power of  comparative genomics and 
help dissect adaptive traits to enhance crop im-
provement. New molecular breeding methods 
and tools are already promoting considerable 
progress in plant breeding, including fast-track 
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adaptation and the genetic dissection and breed-
ing for complex abiotic stress traits (Pérez- 
de-Castro et al., 2012). The integration of  large-scale 
molecular marker data sets, high-density genetic 
maps, genome and transcriptome sequences with 
quantitative genetics can help translate functional 
genomics knowledge into genome-based improve-
ments in modern breeding populations. This will 
help to further accumulate base knowledge to 

develop a framework for implementing GS for 
sorghum improvement. As a consequence, the 
historical division between breeding and genom-
ics is becoming increasingly blurred (Deshpande 
et al., 2017). Crops like sorghum, which to date 
have been bred by traditional means but for 
which exceptional genome resources are avail-
able, stand to benefit greatly from genomics- 
based breeding applications.
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in the sorghum gene bank collection of Uganda
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Abstract 

Background: The Plant Genetic Resources Centre at the Uganda National Gene Bank houses has over 3000 geneti-

cally diverse landraces and wild relatives of Sorghum bicolor accessions. This genetic diversity resource is untapped, 

under-utilized, and has not been systematically incorporated into sorghum breeding programs. In this study, we 

characterized the germplasm collection using whole-genome SNP markers (DArTseq). Discriminant analysis of prin-

cipal components (DAPC) was implemented to study the racial ancestry of the accessions in comparison to a global 

sorghum diversity set and characterize the sub-groups present in the Ugandan (UG) germplasm.

Results: Population structure and phylogenetic analysis revealed the presence of five subgroups among the Ugan-

dan accessions. The samples from the highlands of the southwestern region were genetically distinct as compared 

to the rest of the population. This subset was predominated by the caudatum race and unique in comparison to the 

other sub-populations. In this study, we detected QTL for juvenile cold tolerance by genome-wide association studies 

(GWAS) resulting in the identification of 4 markers associated (−log10p > 3) to survival under cold stress under both 

field and climate chamber conditions, located on 3 chromosomes (02, 06, 09). To our best knowledge, the QTL on 

Sb09 with the strongest association was discovered for the first time.

Conclusion: This study demonstrates how genebank genomics can potentially facilitate effective and efficient 

usage of valuable, untapped germplasm collections for agronomic trait evaluation and subsequent allele mining. In 

face of adverse climate change, identification of genomic regions potentially involved in the adaptation of Ugandan 

sorghum accessions to cooler climatic conditions would be of interest for the expansion of sorghum production into 

temperate latitudes.

Keywords: Sorghum bicolor, Genetic diversity, Population structure, Cold tolerance, Temperate climate adaptation, 

Genome-wide association study, Genebank
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Background
Sorghum bicolor [L.] Moench (sorghum) is the fifth 

most important cereal crop globally and shows remark-

able diversity, including five different races, their inter-

mediates, and several crop forms classified as grain, 

forage, sweet and broomcorn types [1]. Sorghum has 

extraordinary untapped variation in grain type, plant 

type, adaptability, productive capacity, and underutilized 

genetic potential [2]. Because of its wide adaptability to 

drought and heat, sorghum’s importance is expected to 

increase with the changing global climate and an ongoing 

increase in the use of marginal lands for agriculture [3].

In Eastern Africa sorghum is traditionally grown as a 

food-fodder crop by smallholder farmers in low-input 

agricultural systems spanning highlands, lowlands, and 

semi-arid cropping regions. Uganda is located in eastern 

Africa, south of South Sudan. Archaeological evidence 
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suggests that sorghum’s center of domestication is likely 

the Ethiopia-Sudan region in the north-east [4]. For ages, 

sorghum breeders have classified cultivated sorghum into 

various races (mainly bicolor, guinea, caudatum, kafir, 

and durra) based on morphological characteristics [5, 6]. 

Uganda is one of only three countries where all of the five 

basic races and ten intermediate races of S. bicolor are 

native [7], making it extremely rich in genetic diversity.

The country’s broad sorghum diversity reflects the vari-

ety of environments where the crop is grown, mainly on 

marginal agricultural lands ranging from extremely arid 

and semi-arid zones in eastern and northern Uganda to 

cool highlands in south-western regions. The Uganda 

National Genebank houses a large collection of S. bicolor 

accessions, including a vast range of landraces whose 

diversity has yet to be capitalized for use in breeding. 

This germplasm has not yet been fully characterised 

and evaluated, limiting its utilisation to date in sorghum 

improvement programs in Uganda and elsewhere. The 

considerable geographical and topological diversity of 

Uganda makes this genetic resource a potentially inter-

esting reservoir for genetic analysis and diversity for 

adaptive traits of interest for sorghum breeding. For 

example, cool highland areas in the southwestern Uganda 

are potential sources of diversity for cold-tolerance traits 

that could help improve sorghum adaptation in temper-

ate cropping regions.

Effective and efficient management of germplasm 

from a genebank collection is an essential prerequisite 

for farmers and breeders to identify, extract and exploit 

the extensive diversity. Genome-wide characterization 

of untapped genetic resources using genome sequencing 

technologies provides new opportunities for sustainable 

breeding and efficient usage of material.

In this present study, the diverse Uganda National 

Genebank S. bicolor collection, representing different 

agro-ecological zones of the country, was investigated 

using genome-wide SNP markers and population genetic 

analysis. The primary objective was to genetically charac-

terize Ugandan (UG) sorghum germplasm in the context 

of global sorghum diversity, in the absence of morpho-

logical data from flowering and maturity for classification 

into racial groups. As a case study for the value of this 

resource in adaptive breeding, we furthermore used the 

available genome data, in association with phenotypic 

data for juvenile cold tolerance traits, to identify genomic 

regions enriched with genetic variants associated with 

low temperature adaptation. The results demonstrate 

how genebank genomics can help facilitate discovery of 

economically or biologically important plant diversity 

and genes as a prerequisite for crop genetic improvement 

and climatic adaptation.

Results
Genetic diversity and population structure analysis

In order to efficiently conserve and utilize the novel UG 

germplasm, we studied the underlying genetic variation 

and diversity. The population structure for the UG set 

was studied using all the 3333 samples and a subset of 

12,742 markers from the complete dataset.

Five sub-populations within the germplasm were 

inferred by the DAPC analysis based on Bayesian Infer-

ence Criterion (BIC) (Fig. 1a). Four hundred PCs (27.4% 

of variance conserved by first three PCs) and four dis-

criminant eigenvalues were retained in the DAPC analy-

sis in order to capture maximum underlying variance. 

According to the population structure analysis (Fig.  1a, 

b, Table S1) the accessions from the central, eastern, 

northern and north western geographical regions did not 

cluster with any of the described racial groups, whereas 

the southwestern region showed a distinct genetic pat-

tern with a predominance of caudatum race. The for-

mer genetic pattern can be a result of admixed races or 

it could be a possibility that the samples belonged to the 

bicolor race, which was not included in the reference 

global panel because of its dispersed nature. From the 

results presented in this study we can note that the geo-

graphical grouping does not explain the pattern of diver-

sity observed in the germplasm and genetic clustering 

with the global panel would most likely explain the racial 

classification better. The distinct pattern of the samples 

from southwestern region as identified from the DAPC 

analysis was also confirmed using the phylogenetic tree 

analysis (Fig. 1c).

With the aim of genetically characterizing the novel 

Ugandan germplasm and racially comparing it to a well-

established global diversity set of geo-referenced sor-

ghum accessions a DAPC co-analysis was performed 

between the two. As Ugandan accessions outnumbered 

the global (UQ) set by almost three to one ratio, a random 

set of UG samples (10 samples from 10 random clusters) 

were selected for the comparison. All the underlying 

Fig. 1 Discriminant analysis of principal components (DAPC) and phylogenetic analysis of 3333 Ugandan accessions. a Scatterplot showing the 

clustering pattern within the population. The axes represent the first two Linear Discriminants (LD) that were retained. Each circle represents an 

identified cluster whereas each dot represents an accession. b Barplot showing assignment of individuals to the five clusters recovered by the DAPC 

and their racial composition. Each vertical bar represents one individual accession (c) Neighbour-joining clustering of the Ugandan germplasm. The 

numbers are based on the geographical origins and the colours are based on the racial background

(See figure on next page.)
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Fig. 1 (See legend on previous page.)
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racial groups from the global collection were identified 

in the Ugandan germplasm (Fig. 2). Relative to the global 

set the UG samples were well distributed indicating that 

majority of the racial diversity was covered by the latter 

germplasm (Fig. 2a). Based on a threshold of 70%, major-

ity of the samples from this UG subset selected for co-

analysis could be assigned to a particular racial group 

(Fig.  2b) that were used in this study. However, around 

5% could not be classified into any single racial category 

from the global set.

To confirm the racial distribution and diversity in the 

UG germplasm the DAPC co-analysis with the global set 

was replicated three times with three random unrelated 

UG samples. The racial clustering present among the UG 

set was found to be well dispersed (Fig. 2c, Fig. S1).

Due to significant adaptability differences between the 

lowland and highland races from the Ugandan diversity 

set, genetic diversity among the sub groups within the 

population were tested. Fst between each UG subpopu-

lation from the various geographical regions compared 

to the entire population revealed genetic variance rang-

ing from − 0.608 to 0.525 (Table S2), indicating presence 

of significant genetic structuring or genotype variabil-

ity within each subpopulation within the UG sorghum 

germplasm.

Phenotypic variation for juvenile cold stress survival, 

association mapping and haplotype analysis

A genome-wide association study (GWAS) was con-

ducted for identification of regions of interest associated 

to juvenile survival under cold stress in two temperate-

climate field environments (GG19, GG20) and one con-

trolled-environment climate chamber experiment (CC). 

Highly significant differences for cold tolerance among 

genotypes (p = 0.000***, Table S3) were found in all 

experiments. Comparing lowland- and highland geno-

types as groups by a one-way ANOVA, highland geno-

types showed a superior cold tolerance in all experiments 

as expected (p = 0.015* for GG19, p = 0.000*** for GG20, 

p = 0.000*** for CC).

Significant marker-trait associations to juvenile sur-

vival under cold stress, consistent across all test envi-

ronments, were identified on chromosomes Sb02, Sb06, 

and Sb09 (Fig.  3 a, b, Table S4). We compared these 

selected genomic regions with previously curated QTL 

in sorghum QTL-Atlas [8], based on physical position 

(v3.0) and filtered using category resistance abiotic and 

subcategory cold tolerance. A sum of nineteen overlap-

ping QTL involved in juvenile cold tolerance were iden-

tified (Table S5) in these regions. This result affirms the 

important role of these genomic regions towards cold 

adaptation. Furthermore, a novel QTL was discovered on 

Sb09 which showed the strongest association to juvenile 

cold tolerance in this UG germplasm.

Comparing protein sequence of orthologous gene 

segments of sorghum, maize and rice, six genes 

involved in various cold acclimatization and tolerance 

were identified (Table S6). For example, the candidate 

gene associated with the significant peak on chro-

mosome Sb09 is Sobic.009G260500, annotated as a 

tetratricopeptide repeat (TPR)-like superfamily protein 

coding gene and as a cleavage stimulation factor subu-

nit 3 (Cstf3). This gene family has been shown to have 

anti-cold response functions in tomato [9] and to be 

critically involved in heat stress responses in Arabidop-

sis thaliana [10] .

Discussion
Plant genetic resources like the sorghum collection of the 

National Genebank of Uganda are extremely important 

public germplasm resources for local breeders in crop 

centres of origin and the agricultural and crop research 

community worldwide. The substantial variation we 

identified in the Ugandan S. bicolor germplasm reflects 

the highly diverse environments where sorghum grows 

in Uganda. Accessions belonging to the arid regions 

of northern and eastern Uganda are well adapted to 

extreme drought and heat stress, whereas the ones from 

cold highlands of the southwestern region (Fig. S2) toler-

ant towards cold temperatures. According to [11] many 

sorghum landraces exist in this region which has previ-

ously not been characterized. To date, there is no avail-

able literature demonstrating genetic characterization of 

sorghum in the southwestern highlands and its role in 

cold tolerance.

As a result of adaptation to higher altitudes, the acces-

sions from southwestern area are of major interest for 

breeding programs aiming to expand sorghum produc-

tion into temperate climates in North America, Asia and 

Europe, whereas heat and drought stress tolerance are 

becoming increasingly important for global sorghum 

production in the face of climate change. The rich genetic 

resource of the Ugandan genebank sorghum collec-

tion has not yet been fully characterised and evaluated, 

(See figure on next page.)

Fig. 2 Racial composition and classification of UG samples in comparison to global diversity set. a DA loadings (LD) displaying UG clustering (black 

dots) in comparison to global racial clusters. Each dot represents an individual and the colour code is displayed in the index. b composition of the 

races amongst the UG subset selected for co-analysis with global set. The x axis represents the different races and the y axis indicates the number of 

individuals that were assigned to the particular race. c DA loading of Ugandan representative accessions based on races
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limiting its utilisation to date in sorghum improvement 

programs in Uganda and elsewhere.

The genetic structure of sorghum has been previously 

documented in multiple studies using a variety of germ-

plasm collections of different sizes [12]. To our knowl-

edge this is the first report on sorghum genetic diversity 

using a substantial novel population of 3333 samples 

from Uganda, a key sorghum centre of origin in compari-

son to a well characterized global diversity panel [13].

This diversity panel consisted of accessions from the 

races caudatum, guinea, kafir and two sub populations 

of race durra, Asian and African. Accessions belonging 

to race bicolor were not included in this study as they 

did not form any coherent cluster. The lack of clear dif-

ferentiation and clustering of S. bicolor ssp. bicolor races 

is not novel and has been previously reported in multi-

ple studies [14–16]. According to literature, durra sor-

ghums reached India before 3000 B.P. From there, they 

were subsequently introduced around 615 A.D. into 

Arabic Muslim states [17, 18] and over a period of time 

developed as distinct groups. Accessions belonging to 

two subpopulations of durra were included in this study 

because of their divergent characteristics.

The DAPC method is a good alternative to other popu-

lation structure analysis software such as STRU CTU RE 

because of its ability to deal with large datasets. Cluster-

ing of genotypes presented in this study provide interest-

ing leads for increasing diversity in breeding programs 

and germplasm utilization. Usually, sorghum is racially 

classified based on phenotypic and/or morphological 

data. However, in the absence of appropriate pheno-

typic information for the collection under the long-day 

conditions in our field trials, we classified the germ-

plasm solely based on genetic data. Overall, results from 

DAPC, Kmean and phylogenetic tree analyses were in 

agreement and provided evidence that the global racial 

diversity was well-covered in the UG germplasm. How-

ever, considerable admixture between racial groups 

were identified, particularly between genotypes from 

lowland areas in central, eastern and northern Uganda. 

This could be caused by movements by local farmers, 

resulting in infrequent gene flow between these regions, 

Fig. 3 Association mapping of survival under cold stress. The experiments were conducted under (a) field condition (Gross Gerau; GG) and (b) 

climate chamber (CC). The grey dotted horizontal line indicates a threshold of genome-wide cut-off at -log10(p) > 3.0 while the green line indicates 

the Bonferroni threshold at -log10(p) > 4.9. The selected associated markers which overlapped under both conditions are marked in red
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or due to ancestral polymorphisms. According to [19] 

occurrence of numerous complex genomic interactions 

involving introgression between the different sorghum 

races shaped the current genomic diversity and structure 

within the species. Uganda, being located at the centre of 

origin and genetic diversity, can be presumed to accom-

modate accessions possessing patterns of genetic diver-

sity that have been ancestrally inherited. The findings of 

admixture patterns reported in this study were therefore 

most likely caused by ancient recombination events and 

not recent crossovers between the closely related races. 

However, this phenomenon of non-clustering could also 

occur if these samples belong to bicolor race, which was 

not included in the current study. Resolution of this ques-

tion requires further verification using more phenotypic 

information from plants grown to maturity under tropi-

cal short-day conditions.

Southwestern Uganda comprises predominantly the 

highland region, which in contrast to the other lowland 

agricultural areas has a lower average mean temperature 

[20]. Unlike sorghum accessions from the other geo-

graphic regions in Uganda, the accessions from the south-

western region appeared genetically distinct and were 

comprised predominantly of caudatum race. Because 

this region includes cool-temperature highland areas, it 

may contain interesting adaptive diversity for juvenile or 

reproductive cold tolerance. Population structure and 

phylogenetic analysis revealed the distinctness of this 

group compared to the other eco-geographical regions, 

presumably due to the dissimilarity of the highland cul-

tivation environment and a relatively low exchange of 

germplasm between high and lowland farmers. Similarly, 

[21] reported the existence of caudatum and its interme-

diate races in the highlands of Ethiopia. This confers with 

the theory that the spread and diversification of crops 

to different locations can lead to new variants, a process 

influenced by genotype-by-environment interactions and 

geographical isolation [22]. According to [23], sorghum 

accessions from southwestern Uganda tend to have semi-

compact elliptic panicles, a well-known characteristic of 

caudatum and its intermediate races.

Sorghum has a high potential for adaptation to a wide 

range of environmental conditions. Besides yield and 

other agronomic traits, the improvement of cold toler-

ance at juvenile and reproductive stages [24–26] is a 

major breeding objective for sorghum temperate crop-

ping regions. Early seedling vigour is critical for crop 

establishment in any environment [27] and vigorous 

germination and growth under low temperatures is 

essential for early establishment and weed competition 

in temperate climates. Improving cold tolerance in the 

early juvenile stage allows higher yield potential and bet-

ter maturity. The yield of sorghum is highly temperature 

dependent, especially between sowing and flowering 

time [28, 29]. Hence, breeding for juvenile cold toler-

ance is of utmost importance, especially for temperate 

European climates. In this study, juvenile survival under 

low temperature was studied for multi environments. In 

contrast to emergence and juvenile biomass under cold 

conditions which have been extensively studied in sev-

eral publications (e. g. 23,28,29), the trait juvenile sur-

vival has received much less attention so far. Though, it 

is of utmost importance, because a satisfying emergence 

is worthless if the seedlings later succumb to cold stress. 

Promising candidates for cold tolerance during juvenile 

development were identified. Since population stratifi-

cation was accounted for before performing GWAS, we 

have reduced the likelihood that genetic background 

effects are generating spurious associations. We also 

learned that multiple QTL identified in previous studies 

[8] and genes known to be involved in cold stress endur-

ance were physically co-located with our QTL, suggest-

ing the importance of our selected genomic regions in 

this regard. The QTL on Sb09 identified in our study 

did not overlap with previously reported loci, indicating 

the importance of this understudied germplam in asso-

ciation to cold tolerance. This draws attention towards 

the importance of studying novel genetic resources and 

genome regions containing alleles which can be mined 

for improvement of cold temperature adaptation.

Given the complex genetics underlying juvenile cold 

tolerance [29–31], promising approaches like genomic 

prediction or a genotype-to-phenotype modelling 

approach can be implemented to assess performance of 

promising accessions [32]. In addition, after narrowing 

down genomic region involved in cold tolerance, pre-

cise gene editing tools such as CRISPR-Cas9 system can 

potentially be implemented to validate genes with pos-

sible positive effects on abiotic stress tolerance like low 

temperatures [33]. It would also be interesting to study 

differential gene expression networks of identified candi-

date genes in order to to understand their role and eluci-

date molecular mechanism towards adaptation to abiotic 

stress responses.

Conclusions
To our knowledge, this is the first extensive study of the 

unique and large sorghum germplasm collection con-

served at the National Genebank of Uganda. This study 

focuses on two important aspects, (i) genetic characteri-

zation of an underutilized novel germplasm and (ii) dis-

section of cold tolerance trait within this dataset. The 

population structure results indicate immense genetic 

and racial diversity within the germplasm predominated 

by admixed accessions. Contrast to other geographical 

regions in Uganda the accessions from the south-western 
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highlands displayed a unique pattern, composed mainly 

of the caudatum race and genetically isolated from the 

other subpopulations. This manuscript can be used a 

base for precisely characterizing novel germplasm based 

on genetic data. The genomic and phenotypic data col-

lected in this study provide an objective criterion for the 

selection of accessions for genetic diversity preserva-

tion and management, utilization in breeding programs 

and genetic relationship analysis with other germplasm 

collections.

A comprehensive investigation involving survival traits, 

identified multiple key associations and genes underly-

ing the response of juvenile sorghum seedlings to cold 

stress. The identification of multiple QTL associated to 

juvenile cold stress reported here can be used by breeders 

to enhance early-stage chilling tolerance in sorghum. The 

results provide important new insight for adaptive crops 

breeding to support the expansion and stability of sor-

ghum production in the face of increasing abiotic stress 

constraints and climatic change.

Methods
Plant materials

A total of 3333 diverse Ugandan S. bicolor germplasm 

accessions (UG set) collected by the Plant Genetic 

Resources Centre at the Uganda National Genebank 

were used in this study (Table S1). This germplasm col-

lection represents the entire sorghum diversity from all 

eco-geographical regions of Uganda ranging from arid 

and semi-arid areas in eastern parts to the cold highlands 

of the Kigezi region in southwestern Uganda (Fig. S2). 

The landraces are well adapted to different local agroeco-

logical conditions in terms of elevation, climate, soil and 

usage. However, these samples are sensitive to photoperi-

odism and fail to transition from vegetative to reproduc-

tive stage if photoperiods are longer than 12 hours, so 

that morphological classification into racial groups based 

on floral morphology was not possible in our field trials 

in Germany. Instead, for racial composition analysis, the 

collection was compared to a global sorghum germplasm 

collection of 1033 genotypes (global set) which was pre-

viously described by [13].

DNA extraction and genotyping

Diversity Arrays Technology Pty Ltd. (www. diver sitya 

rrays. com) for DNA extraction. The DNA samples were 

then genotyped using DArTseq, an efficient genotyping-

by-sequencing (GBS) platform which enables discovery 

of genome-wide markers through genome complexity 

reduction using restriction enzymes. Genotyping was 

performed fundamentally as described in references 

[34–36] using the PstI+BanII complexity reduction 

method. The resulting microarrays were scanned to ana-

lyse and score markers by dedicated software DArTsoft 

(DArT P/L, Canberra, Australia). The sorghum reference 

genome version v3.1.1 [37] was used for sequence align-

ment and single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) calling.

SNP data filtration

A total of 40,290 SNP markers were reported for the 

global and UG sets. Firstly, all nonspecific markers and 

those belonging to supercontigs were removed. The 

remaining 34,469 were used for further analysis. For 

racial ancestry analysis, an extremely high stringency 

was then applied to remove markers and genotypes 

which exhibited greater than 1% missing data. The global 

diversity set comprised conversion lines containing 

introgressed chromosome regions from the Sorghum 

Conversion Program conducted by Texas Agricultural 

Experiment Station [38]. Hence, to reduce disparity with 

UG samples in the co-analysis with the global set, all 

markers from the specific genomic regions impacted by 

the conversion program were excluded as follows: Sb06: 

all markers, Sb07: all markers beyond 40 Mb, Sb09: all 

markers beyond 46 Mb. Markers with minor allele fre-

quency (MAF) less than 0.01 were also excluded. This 

set was then imputed using Beagle 5.1 [39] to infer the 

remaining missing data values. A total of 2331 common 

markers between the UG and global set were used for the 

racial ancestry analysis.

Population structure and genetic diversity study

In order to understand the racial classification and the 

population structure of the UG sorghum collection, prin-

cipal component analysis (PCA) and Discriminant Anal-

ysis of Principal Components (DAPC) were implemented 

using the R package Adegenet (2.1.3) [40]. To avoid bias 

caused by the large size of the UG set, we used a repre-

sentative subset of the UG set to assign racial groupings 

in comparison to the global collection. Usually, sorghum 

racial classification is mainly based on morphological and 

phenotyping data. However, because the collection is not 

long-day adapted, the vast majority of the accessions do 

not reach maturity under the growth conditions in Ger-

many, hence we were unable to classify into racial groups 

based on morphological data in the field trials performed 

in this study. However, ongoing analysis of the materials 

in tropical environments of Uganda will likely provide 

this missing information in future and enable validation 

of the genetic classifications.

To select the UG subset representing the meta-popu-

lation, we initially clustered the entire set into 10 groups 

followed by randomly sampling 10 accessions from each 

group. These randomly-selected samples were combined 
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with the global dataset for DAPC co-analysis. To validate 

the racial assignment of the UG set groups, the DAPC 

co-analysis was repeated three times, each time using a 

different set of 10 random genotypes from each of the 

10 clusters. The SNP data was converted to the genlight 

object bit-level genotype coding scheme using the func-

tion ‘vcfR2genlight’ of the vcfR tool (https:// github. com/ 

knausb/ vcfR). After an initial transformation using the 

PCA analysis, racial composition was subsequently iden-

tified for the clusters using discriminant analysis (DA).

To describe the population structure of the UG germ-

plasm and evaluate the racial ancestry of each group in 

relation to geographical origin of the accessions, the fil-

tered marker set (34,466) was pruned to exclude SNPs 

which were in strong LD using PLINK software [41]. 

Pruning was performed using a window of 50 SNPs, step 

size of 5 makers and  r2 threshold of 0.5. Finally, a total of 

12,742 markers for all UG lines were used to analyse pop-

ulation structure using Discriminant analysis (DA). To 

elaborate the genetic relationship among the accessions 

a pairwise distance matrix was established using the tool 

VCF2Dis (https:// github. com/ BGI- shenz hen/ VCF2D is), 

which was then converted to a neighbour-joining phylo-

genetic tree using the R package ape (5.5) [42] and visual-

ized with R package ggtree (3.0.4) [43]. To study patterns 

of genetic differentiation, Fst values were calculated for 

each of the five geographical UG subpopulations against 

the whole set. This was implemented using the ‘popgen’ 

function of R package snpReady (0.9.6) [44].

Phenotyping and association mapping

Juvenile survival under cold stress was evaluated through 

two field trials at Gross Gerau (GG), Germany (spring 

2019 and 2020) and one climate chamber experiment. 

A UG subset of 444 (field trials) and 255 (climate cham-

ber) accessions representing all agro-ecological zones 

were used for the association study. For the field experi-

ments (Table S7), all genotypes were sown in micro-

plots consisting of single rows (2.5 × 0.7 m) using an 

alpha lattice block design with two replications. While 

the recommended sowing time for sorghum in southern 

Germany is mid-May, the goal of our field experiments 

was to induce cold stress. Hence, they were sown nota-

bly earlier in spring, on April 8 in 2019 and on April 22 

in 2020. Even though the mean soil temperatures were 

relatively high during the course of the experiments (13.8 

and 16.2 °C, respectively) and permitted satisfying emer-

gence, occurrence of several cold nights (up to − 1.5 °C) 

during both the years implied strong stress on the seed-

lings. Around 4 weeks after emergence, after a period of 

7 days from the last occurrence of cold event, the number 

of surviving plants was scored per plot. For subsequent 

GWAS analysis, the alpha-lattice adjusted mean value 

of both years was used. For the climate chamber (CC) 

experiment, 16 seedlings per genotype were established 

in 12 × 12 × 12 cm pots. Experiments were designed as 

randomized complete block design with four replications 

(Table S8) and the number of surviving plants per pots 

was scored after 60 days of cold period as a measure for 

juvenile cold stress tolerance.

After eliminating markers and genotypes with more 

than 25% missing data points, the dataset was imputed 

using Beagle 5.1 [39]. It was further corrected for MAF 

lower than 5%. A total of 4099 markers were used for 

genome wise association study (GWAS) implemented 

in R package GenABEL (1.8–0) [45] for juvenile cold 

tolerance traits. Prior to performing GWAS, popula-

tion stratification was accounted for by including prin-

cipal components of the genotypes and genomic kinship 

matrix [46]. In an effort to reduce the type II error rate 

and classify a marker–trait association as significant, 

a threshold of − log10 (p value) ≥ 3.0 was defined [47]. 

Linkage disequilibrium across the entire genome was cal-

culated using the squared allele frequency correlations 

(r2) between each pair of SNPs. Haplotype blocks were 

calculated using an LD threshold of r2 > 0.7 implemented 

in the tool LDBlockShow [48], as described by [49].

Candidate genes were selected based on the Sorghum 

bicolor reference genome v3.1.1 hosted by Phytozome 

12 (https:// phyto zome. jgi. doe. gov/ pz/ portal. html# !info? 

alias= Org_ Sbico lor). Orthologous genes within selected 

haploblocks were identified by homology comparisons 

of the genomic sequences in maize and rice. Protein 

sequence alignments were conducted by using blastp 

option of DIAMOND [50].
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Enhancements in reproductive cold tolerance of sorghum are essential to expand

growing areas into both high-latitude temperate areas and tropical high-altitude

environments. Here we present first insights into the genetic architecture of this

trait via genome-wide association studies in a broad genetic diversity set (n = 330)

phenotyped in multi-location field trials including high-altitude tropical (Mexico) and high-

latitude temperate (Germany) environments. We observed a high degree of phenotypic

variation and identified several novel, temperate-adapted accessions with superior and

environmentally stable cold tolerance. Good heritability indicates strong potential for

implementation of reproductive cold tolerance in breeding. Although the trait was found

to be strongly quantitative, promising genomic regions with multiple-trait associations

were found, including hotspots on chromosomes 3 and 10 which contain candidate

genes implicated in different developmental and survival processes under abiotic

stress conditions.
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INTRODUCTION

Sorghum (Sorghum bicolor L. Moench, 2n = 20) is of vital importance for global food and
feed supply. Due to its tolerance to drought and low-input conditions, it represents an essential
staple crop and commodity especially in semi-arid regions of Africa, India, Australia, and both
Americas. However, as a tropical C4 plant, its sensitivity to temperatures below 15◦C is a substantial
obstruction to successful implementation in both high-latitude temperate climates and tropical
high-altitude areas (Singh, 1985). Early juvenile development (e.g., Maulana et al., 2017) and pre-
flowering reproductive stage (Brooking, 1976) are considered themost cold-sensitive growth stages.
While numerous studies have targeted enhancements of juvenile cold tolerance and analyzed their
genetic architecture (e.g., Chopra et al., 2017; Parra-Londono et al., 2018; Schaffasz et al., 2019),
comparably little research has focused on reproductive cold tolerance of sorghum to date. Cool
temperatures before anthesis are known to induce male sterility in sorghum, leading to complete
failure of seed set and grain yield in sensitive genotypes. This phenomenon was first described
scientifically by Downes and Marshall (1971). For successful adaption of sorghum to temperate
climates as Central Europe, enhancements in reproductive cold tolerance are at least equally
important to juvenile cold tolerance (Windpassinger et al., 2015). While farmers can avoid juvenile
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cold stress by later sowing (albeit at the expense of maturity and
yield potential), there is no escape strategy for unpredictable cold
spells during reproductive stages.

Brooking (1976, 1979) reported the pre-leptotene and the
leptotene as the most cold-sensitive developmental stages,
suggesting meiotic problems in microspore mother cells as
a possible reason for this phenomenon. Reproductive cold
tolerance in a set of 380 sorghum accessions, and identified
tolerance sources originating mainly from tropical highlands
(e.g., Ethiopia, Uganda), United States and China (Singh, 1985).
Further, this study also provided preliminary information on the
inheritance of this trait using factorial F1 hybrids. Due to the
need for cold-tolerant sorghum in the Mexican High Valleys,
Mendoza-Onofre (1988) developed cold-tolerant grain sorghum
lines with a good local adaption. Over time a steady development
of sorghum lines and hybrids with enhanced reproductive cold
tolerance has taken place in Mexico (Osuna-Ortega et al., 2000,
2001, 2003; Cisneros-López et al., 2009, 2010; León-Velasco et al.,
2009). Furthermore, evaluation of reproductive cold tolerance
in the Indian post-rainy season by Krishnamurthy et al. (2014)
suggested that Panicle Harvest Index (PHI) can be efficiently
scored as a proxy for spikelet fertility. In a recent study, Schaffasz
et al. (2019) analyzed several traits related to reproductive
cold tolerance in a line × tester design, showing a dominant
inheritance and heterotic effect in F1 hybrids.

However, in spite of the above mentioned progress in
breeding cold tolerant varieties and first information about
the inheritance of reproductive cold tolerance, there is still
no knowledge available about genomic regions involved in its
inheritance or the detailed genetic architecture of the trait.
This has prevented the implementation of molecular breeding
approaches like marker assisted selection, genomic prediction
and genome editing so far. In the present study, a broad diversity
set (n = 330) genotyped using 20K Dartseq markers was utilized
for extensive phenotyping of reproductive cold tolerance in
multi-environment field trials, aiming at the identification of
novel tolerance sources and underlying genomic regions in order
to accelerate breeding progress. To our best knowledge, this is the
first genome wide association study (GWAS) to date with regard
to reproductive cold tolerance in sorghum.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Germplasm
A S. bicolor diversity set consisting of n = 330 inbred lines of
different origin, type of use (grain, dual-purpose, and forage)
and subspecies, comprising all five sorghum races (bicolor,
caudatum, durra, guinea, and kafir) and most of their respective
intermediaries, was utilized for the present study. All these
lines are photo-insensitive and show a similar, early maturity,
allowing for an adequate scoring of seed set traits under cool
environments with a short growing season. A representative
selection of early-maturing sorghum conversion lines, obtained
in the 1960s by repeated backcrossing of genetically diverse
tropical accessions to a short, photoperiod-insensitive cultivar
(Stephens et al., 1967) accounts for 35% (n = 117) of the set.

A further 22% (n = 73) consist of other publicly available
accessions from temperate countries, mainly China, Russia, the
United States, Turkey, and Hungary. The original germplasm
of these accessions and the conversion lines was received
from the United States Department of Agriculture Agricultural
Research Service (USDA-ARS). The remainder of the diversity
set consists of 140 diverse breeding lines (grain and dual-
purpose sorghum) from a joint breeding program of Justus
Liebig University Giessen, Norddeutsche Pflanzenzucht Hans-
Georg Lembke KG (Hohenlieth, Germany) and Deutsche
Saatveredelung AG (Lippstadt, Germany). The composition of
the diversity set is shown in Supplementary Table 1.

Field Trials
Field trials were conducted at five locations (three in Germany
and two in Mexico, Table 1). At Texcoco (TEX17, TEX18),
one of the Mexican locations, the diversity set was scored
in two subsequent years (2017 and 2018), while at all other
locations, the experiments were carried out in 1 year (2017
or 2018). Hence, data from six environments (location × year
combination) are available for analyses. The locations of this
study represent different mega-environments contrasting in
climate, radiation and day length. Among the German locations,
Asendorf (AS; located in NW-Germany) and Poel (PL; a
small island in the Baltic Sea) have a cool, maritime climate,
usually providing harsh conditions for sorghum. In contrast,
Gross Gerau (GG) is located in the Upper Rhine Valley and
characterized by a warm and sunny climate, being a suitable
control environment without cold stress. The locations in
Mexico differ strongly from Germany, having shorter days
during the growing season but much stronger radiation. While
San Juan del Río (SJR; 1,920 m, federal state Querétaro)
is considered to be at the altitude limit for commercial
sorghum cultivation in Mexico, Texcoco (2,250 m, federal
state México) is a tropical high-altitude stress environment
for sorghum, providing the lowest minimum temperatures
of all locations.

To avoid shading effects by neighbors of different plant
height, the inbred lines were split into three subgroups, based
on previous scorings of plant height. These subgroups were
planted in adjacent but separate blocks at all sites. Within
these subgroups, an un-replicated randomized complete block
design was used. Entries were grown in microplots, consisting
of single rows (2.5 × 0.7 m) at Gross Gerau and double rows
(2.5 × 1.4 m) at all other locations, with 0.7 m row spacing
and a plant density of approx. 20 plants/m2. Plant protection
and fertilizer application were executed according to site specific
best practice. Per entry, the primary panicles of five healthy
plants were covered before anthesis with a transparent Cryovac R©

bag (330 mm × 750 mm, 15 µm) to avoid cross pollination.
These five self-pollinated panicles were considered as biological
replications for further analyses. However, due to lodging and
insufficient maturity, some plants and entries had to be excluded
site-specifically. At maturity, the panicles were harvested with
secateurs and dried. The peduncles of each panicle were cut
just below the first branches before determining the panicle dry
weight. Seed yield (SY) per panicle was measured after threshing.
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TABLE 1 | Overview and weather data of the different environments during the duration of the experiments (from sowing until harvest of the panicles).

Environment Coordinates Altitude Soil type Year Mean temp. (◦C) Mean max.

temp. (◦C)

Mean min.

temp. (◦C)

Precipitation (mm)

PL 53◦99’N, 11◦47’E 19 m Loamy sand 2017 16.7 20.2 13.1 301

AS 52◦46‘N, 9◦01‘E 49 m Loamy sand 2017 16.1 21.0 11.6 611

GG 49◦55‘N, 8◦29‘E 90 m Sand 2018 21.3 28.9 13.7 94 (+150 irrigation)

SJR 20◦25‘N, 99◦56‘W 1,920 m Loam 2017 23.0 31.4 14.7 326

TEX17 19◦31‘N, 98◦51‘W 2,250 m Loam 2017 16.4 24 8.7 360

TEX18 2018 16.3 23.2 9.4 537

Environments: Poel (PL), Asendorf (AS), Gross-Gerau (GG), San Juan del Río (SJR), Texcoco 2017 (TEX17), and Texcoco 2018 (TEX18).

Subsequently, PHI was calculated according to Krishnamurthy
et al. (2014) as follows:

PHI = grain dry weight (i.e., seed yield per panicle)/

panicle dry weight
(

before threshing
)

Consequently, a PHI value of 0 implies absolutely no seed set,
while values close to 1 indicate a high seed set. However, even
assuming complete spikelet fertility, PHI will be <1 due to the
panicle raw weight. Moreover, seed number (SN) was measured
using a Contador seed-counter (Pfeuffer, Germany). In addition
to these seed set traits, plant height and start of flowering (in all
environments except SJR) were scored on a plot basis.

Statistical Analyses of Phenotype Data
For statistical analyses of SY, seed number (SN) and PHI, a
general linear model was used (IBM SPSS Statistics version 27,
IBM Software, Armonk, NY, United States), in which entries
(genotypes) and environments (combination of location and
year) were considered as fixed effects and replicates (individual
plants) as random effects:

Yijk ∼ µ + Gi + Ej + GEij + Rkj + e

where µ represents the population mean, Gi is the genotypic
effect, Ej is the environmental effect, GEij is the genotype-by-
environment interaction, Rkj is the replicate effect, and e is the
residual effect.

To compare the levels of genotypic variance obtained in the
different environments, ANOVA was also computed separately
for each environment, using the following general linear model,
where genotypes were considered as fixed and replicates as
random effects:

Yij ∼ µ + Gi + Rj + e

To determine which environments were significantly
different from one another, Student-Newman-Keuls
post hoc-test was applied.

The heritability was calculated as proposed by Piepho and
Möhring (2007) using the following formula:

H2 =
σ
2
G

σ
2
G + 1

2vd

where h2 represents broad-sense heritability, σ2G is the genotypic
variance calculated by a random effect model considering
genotype and environment as random factors, and vd is the
average variance of the difference between two means.

The phenotypic stability of the best performing inbred lines
with a complete data set in all stress environments was analyzed
using the coefficient of variation (CV) across themean trait values
of a line in each environment.

Association Mapping and Candidate
Gene Identification
The sorghum diversity set was genotyped using DArTseq
reduced-representation sequencing1 to identify genome-
wide single-nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) markers at high
resolution. SNPs with more than 20% missing data or a minor
allele frequency lower than 5% were removed from the final
dataset. After filtering, a total of 21,520 high-quality SNPs
remained and were used for downstream analyses.

Analysis of phylogenetic relatedness was conducted with
TASSEL version 5.0 (Bradbury et al., 2007) using the neighbor-
joining method (Saitou and Nei, 1987). Dendroscope 3.7.3
(Huson et al., 2007) was utilized to visualize the genetic
relatedness among accessions in a phylogram. The R package
GenABEL (Aulchenko et al., 2007) was used to perform a GWAS
for the target traits. To adjust population stratification, a mixed
linear model approach was implemented by using the kinship
matrix as covariates (Stich et al., 2008). We used a threshold of
−log10(p) ≥ 3 to minimize type II error and identify SNP-trait
association (Gabur et al., 2020).

Candidate genes were identified based on the S. bicolor
reference genome v3.1.1 hosted by Phytozome 122, the same
reference genome used by Diversity Array Technology to call
SNPs. Linkage disequilibrium and haplotype blocks across
the entire genome were calculated using the squared allele
frequency correlations (r2) between each pair of SNPs, using
an LD threshold of r2 > 0.7 block as described by Gabriel
et al. (2002) and implemented using the tool LDBlockShow
(Dong et al., 2021).

Genes within haploblocks surrounding trait-associated SNPs
with the maximum −log10(p) values from GWAS analysis
were selected and annotation was checked using the sorghum

1https://www.diversityarrays.com/
2https://phytozome.jgi.doe.gov/pz/portal.html#!info?alias=Org_Sbicolor
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reference assembly. The gene sequences were further blasted
against maize and rice for validation and identification of
potential candidates. Additionally, we used the high resolution,
open access sorghum QTL Atlas (Mace et al., 2019) to identify
and characterize overlapping abiotic stress QTL.

We compared the sequence of S. bicolor reference genome
v3.1.1 and the sequence based on the alternate allele discovered
at the SNP position Sb10-5394955 with the recently published
sorghum pangenome data (Tao et al., 2021). The gene sequence
was selected from the reference genome (v3.1.1) and blasted
(blastn: 2.2.31; Camacho and Madden, 2013) against the
individual thirteen assembled genomes from the sorghum
pangenome dataset. The fasta sequence of the results were
individually trimmed from the respective genome sequences
using bedtools (v2.30.0; Quinlan and Hall, 2010) and aligned
using MUSCLE (v3.8.31; Edgar, 2004). The alignment was
visualized using SeaView5 (Galtier et al., 1996).

RESULTS

Phenotypic Variation for Seed Set Traits
The temperature conditions and consequently the level of cold
stress differed strongly among the phenotyping environments
(Table 1), which is also reflected in a high degree of
environmental variance on the traits (Table 2). Environments
AS, PL, TEX17, and TEX18 showed a significant reduction of
PHI, SY, and SN compared to the environments without thermal
stress (GG and SJR; Figure 1 and Table 2). In consequence,
GG and SJR were regarded as control environments for further
analyses, whereas all other environments were considered and
pooled as cold stress environments. Highly significant differences
among the entries for the scored seed set traits were observed
in both environmental groups. However, as expected, the CV
was higher for the group “stress environments,” especially for the
trait PHI. While genotype × environment interaction between
the two control environments GG and SJR was high and of
a similar magnitude as genotypic variance, it was lower for
the stress environments (depending on the trait, 29–40% of
genotypic variance). Heritability estimates for the groups “stress

environments” and “all environments” were high for both PHI
(h2 = 0.72 and 0.69, respectively) and SN (h2 = 0.68 and
0.63, respectively), and somewhat lower for SY (h2 = 0.60 and
0.51, respectively).

The race (i.e., panicle architecture) of the genotypes did
not influence SY, SN, or PHI (p ≥ 0.063), regardless of
whether one-way ANOVA was applied for the pooled groups of
stress environments, control environments or all environments.
Comparing the public material (conversion lines and other
public accessions) and the breeding lines developed under
Central European conditions as groups, the latter were superior
(p < 0.001) for all considered traits under the pooled
stress environments, while under the control environments
a difference between the groups was only detected for SY
(p = 0.004). The phenotype data of all entries are provided in
Supplementary Table 1.

Trait Correlations
As expected, SY, SN, and PHI were highly correlated with each
other (Table 3). However, the correlation of PHI to SY and SN
was stronger for the group of stress environments (r = 0.880∗∗∗

and 0.780∗∗∗, respectively) than for the control environments
(r = 0.647∗∗∗ and 0.578∗∗∗, respectively). In contrast, TKW
was only weakly related to these traits, implying SN as the
predominant factor for SY and PHI in all environmental groups.
Plant height showed a significant and positive correlation to SY,
PHI and – at a lower level especially in control environments- also
SN. Whereas TKW correlated with plant height in the control
environments, no relation between these traits was found in the
stress environments.

Trait correlations were inconsistent among the different
single environments (Supplementary Table 2). While moderate
correlations were observed between AS, PL, TEX18 and SJR,
TEX17 showed only weak correlations to the other environments.
Surprisingly, GG showed no correlation to any of the other
environments (p ≥ 0.103). Pearson’s correlation coefficients of
r = 0.343∗∗∗ for SY, r = 0.442∗∗∗ for SN and r = 0.385∗∗∗ for
PHI were observed between the pooled groups of stress and
control environments.

TABLE 2 | Variances (mean squares) for entries (genotypes), environments (Env), entries × environment (Env) interaction and heritability estimates for the traits seed yield

per panicle (SY), seed number (SN), and panicle harvest index (PHI).

Items All environments Stress environments Control environments

d.f. SY (g) SN PHI d.f. SY (g) SN PHI d.f. SY (g) SN PHI

Entries 328 736.18*** 1.756 × 106 *** 0.393*** 326 434.26*** 1.257 × 106*** 0.456*** 327 755.21*** 1.228 × 106 *** 0.076***

CV

entries

211.81 229.68 127.89 272.05 286.79 177.77 116.34 115.23 38.83

Env 5 104,344*** 143.878 × 106 *** 53.03*** 3 7432.54*** 19.985 × 106*** 9.22*** 1 71.88 17.463 × 106 *** 0.359***

Entries ×

Env

1,520 367.52*** 0.654 × 106 *** 0.12*** 877 172.99*** 0.402 × 106 *** 0.130*** 318 809.98*** 1.223 × 106 *** 0.064***

Error 6,847 43.2 0.074 × 106 0.014 4,421 25.05 0.054 × 106 0.017 2,426 76.28 0.11 × 106 0.010

Heritability (H2) 0.51 0.63 0.69 0.60 0.68 0.72 0 0.01 0.17

Stress environments: Poel (PL), Asendorf (AS), Texcoco 2017 (TEX17), Texcoco 2018 (TEX18); control environments: Gross-Gerau (GG), and San Juan del Río (SJR).

***P ≤ 0.001.
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FIGURE 1 | Boxplots showing the variation for the traits seed yield, seed number and panicle harvest index (PHI) across the different environments. Denotation with

different letters indicates significant differences as revealed by a Student-Newman-Keuls (SNK) Post hoc-Test (α = 0.05).

TABLE 3 | Pearson’s correlation coefficient (r) among the traits seed yield (SY), seed number (SN), panicle harvest index (PHI), thousand kernel weight (TKW), and plant

height (PH) across the different environmental groups [stress environments: Poel (PL), Asendorf (AS), Texcoco 2017 (TEX17), Texcoco 2018 (TEX18); control

environments: Gross-Gerau (GG), San Juan del Río (SJR)], based on accession-level mean trait values.

All environments Stress environments Control environments

Traits SY SN PHI TKW SY SN PHI TKW SY SN PHI TKW

SN 0.902*** 0.914*** 0.880***

PHI 0.804*** 0.723*** 0.880*** 0.780*** 0.647*** 0.578***

TKW 0.169** -0.157* 0.291*** 0.253*** -0.051 0.321*** 0.259*** -0.166** 0.259***

PH 0.380*** 0.289*** 0.401*** 0.122 0.325*** 0.306*** 0.382*** 0.013 0.296*** 0.158* 0.269*** 0.283***

*P ≤ 0.05, **P ≤ 0.01, and ***P ≤ 0.001.

The effect of flowering time on the yield-related traits
was generally weak and inconsistent over the environments
(Supplementary Table 3), as expected due to the vast
ecogeographical variation between the testing locations. For the
control environment GG, there was no effect of flowering time
at all (p ≥ 0.053). Whereas a significant and moderately negative
correlation between days to flowering and TKWwas observed for

the temperate, short-season stress environments of AS and PL,
this effect was much weaker for the tropical stress environments
(insignificant for TEX17 and weak for TEX18). Also for PHI,
later flowering genotypes showed a slight disadvantage at three
out of four stress environments. In contrast, later flowering
resulted in no penalty for SN nor SY (with the exception
of location PL).
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A substantial proportion (n = 110) of the diversity set had
previously been extensively scored for juvenile cold tolerance
and early vigor, in independent field trials and climate chamber
experiments (Schaffasz et al., 2019). However, only few, weak
and inconsistent correlations between juvenile and reproductive
cold tolerance could be found. Seedling emergence of an early-
sown field experiment in Giessen, Germany in 2014 showed a
positive, but weak correlation to mean SN (r = 0.197∗) and PHI
(r = 0.200∗) of the pooled stress environments in the present
study. Similarly, seedling emergence under controlled cold stress
(13/10◦C) was also positively related (r = 0.204∗) to mean PHI of
stress environments. In contrast, mean juvenile biomass of four
field trials (Schaffasz et al., 2019) correlated negatively with mean
SN (r = −0.221∗) and mean PHI (r = −0.198∗) of the pooled
stress environments in the present study. Furthermore, leaf
greenness, a score for photosynthetic activity under controlled
and prolonged cold stress, was negatively related to PHI as well
(r = −0.238∗).

Accessions With Superior Reproductive
Cold Tolerance
To identify accessions with a superior and stable reproductive
cold tolerance, the 5% (n = 12) best performing genotypes for
each trait, based on their mean over all four stress environments
[for which only entries with a complete dataset (n = 240)
were considered], were further dissected for their stability,
expressed by the CV across the mean trait values of a line in
each environment. Figure 2 shows that breeding lines SB14109
and SB14122 attained the highest PHI scores. Among the
public material, accessions PI53578101 (from United States),
PI550586 and PI550599 (both from Russia) showed the best
results. Regarding SN, the conversion line SC37 (originating
from Ethiopia) reached the highest mean value, but a rather
low environmental stability due to a poor performance in
Texcoco2017. In contrast, SC20 (also originating from Ethiopia)
showed a very high environmental stability at the expense of
just a slight reduction in mean performance, hence appearing to
be the preferable tolerance source. Further, public lines SC701
(from Sudan) and PI176767 (from Turkey) ranked among the
top 5% with regard to reproductive cold tolerance. As expected
due to the high trait correlations, SC37, SC701, and SC20 (again
at a superior environmental stability) were among the top-
performers for SY. Breeding line SB14022 reached the highest
mean SY, but showed a rather high environmental fluctuation.
Moreover, public lines SC1069 and SC566 (both from Nigeria)
were among the top performers for SY under cold stress.
Chinese kaoliang types (n = 15), which are known for their
superior juvenile cold tolerance, showed only moderate levels
of reproductive cold tolerance (Supplementary Table 1). This
finding is concordant with the low and inconsistent correlation
between juvenile and reproductive cold tolerance (see section
“Trait Correlations”).

As presented in Table 4, ten lines ranked among the top 5%
of performers for more than one trait. Of these, line SB14022
excelled in all three traits simultaneously and is a strong candidate
for further focus in breeding.

FIGURE 2 | Mean values and stability, depicted as coefficient of variation

across the mean trait values of a line in each environment (low values indicate

a higher stability), of the top 5% (n = 12) best performing genotypes with

complete dataset over all four stress environments for (A) seed yield per

panicle, (B) seed number, and (C) and PHI.

Phylogenetic Diversity of Cold Tolerant
Lines
The phylogenetic relatedness of the diversity panel, and the
localization of genotypes with superior reproductive cold
tolerance is depicted as a phylogram in Figure 3, and as
a principal component analysis in Supplementary Figure 1.
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TABLE 4 | Overview of the lines ranking among the top 5% performers for more

than one trait related to reproductive cold tolerance.

Genotype Description Origin Among top 5%

for traits

PI53578101 Public accession United States PHI, SY

SC20 Conversion line Ethiopia SN, SY

SC37 Conversion line Ethiopia SN, SY

SC701 Conversion line Sudan SN, SY

SB14008 Breeding line Germany SN, SY

SB14011 Breeding line Germany PHI, SY

SB14022 Breeding line Germany PHI, SN, SY

SB14109 Breeding line Germany PHI, SY

SBTR131071 Breeding line Netherlands PHI, SY

SBTR132412 Breeding line Netherlands SN, SY

Genotypes with superior reproductive cold tolerance tend to
cluster within related branches. However, these branches are
rather evenly distributed across the phylogram, indicating that
sources of reproductive cold tolerance are not confined to a
particular origin.

Association Mapping and Candidate
Gene Identification
Using pooled phenotype data from the stress environments
AS, PL, TEX17 and TEX18, GWAS identified a total of

55 marker-trait associations for PHI (5 associations), SN
(21), SY (9), TKW (9), DTF (1), and PH (10), respectively,
(Figure 4 and Supplementary Figures 2, 3). Full details
of chromosome positions of identified MTAs (marker trait
associations) for each trait, including explained variance (R2)
values and p-values, are provided in Supplementary Table 4.
Due to the high phenotypic correlations among the SY traits,
some overlapping associations were detected between the traits
under different environments (Supplementary Table 5). The
average phenotypic variance explained (R2) was 4.34 for the
stress environments.

Considering the most relevant traits in regard to reproductive
cold tolerance, namely PHI and SY, marker-trait associations
were identified on chromosomes Sb01, Sb05, Sb06, Sb09, and
Sb10 (Supplementary Figure 2 and Supplementary Table 4).
SNP marker Sb10-5394955 on chromosome Sb10 was associated
to both PHI and SY (and also associated with TKW) in the
cold-stress environments (Figure 4).

The SNP marker Sb10-5394955 on chromosome Sb10, which
showed multiple cold-related trait associations to PHI, SY, and
TKW, showed relatively weak LD to the adjacent SNPs on either
side (R2 < 0.8; Figure 4), indicating recombination within
the haploblock region. Based on the S. bicolor reference
genome assembly (S. bicolor reference genome v3.1.1;
https://phytozome.jgi.doe.gov/pz/portal.html#!info?alias=
Org_Sbicolor), the haplotype block containing Sb10-5394955
overlapped with the gene Sobic.010G067300 and no other

FIGURE 3 | Phylogram constructed using the neighbor-joining method, showing the genetic relatedness in the diversity set (n = 330) and among lines with superior

reproductive cold tolerance (colored bars). Genotypes ranking among the top 5% of performers for more than one cold tolerance trait (Table 4) are highlighted in red,

while genotypes that are among the top 5% for a single trait (Figure 2) are highlighted in orange. Genotypes with a mean panicle harvest index (PHI) in the upper

5–25% quantile in the pooled stress environments are colored in blue, unless they were previously assigned to one of the two previous groups.
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FIGURE 4 | Association mapping of (A) panicle harvest index (PHI) and (B) seed yield (SY) on chromosome Sb10. Red dots represent a haplotype region spanning

just 12.78 kb (5,389,398–5,402,181 bp) including SNP marker Sb10-5394955 which is significantly associated with both PHI and SY under all combined cold stress

environments. The gray dotted horizontal line indicates a threshold of genome- wide cut-off at -log10(p) > 3.0. The SNP markers with the highest p values for each

trait were used to define a haplotype region with linkage disequilibrium (LD) to the traits. (C) shows the seven haplotype groups (G1 – G7) present in the region.

(D) The SNP Sb10-5394955 (marked in bold) lies in the coding region of gene Sobic.010G067300 (yellow: CDS; light blue: Intron; pink: UTR; orange: Intergenic

region) and (F) shows the haploblock around this region. (E) Post Hoc result for the seven haplotype groups for traits PHI and SY. Boxplots indicate presence of

significant difference between haplogroups G1-G4, G4-G3 and G5-G4 for both PHI and SY under all cold stress environments combined.

genes were present in the region. Strong synteny to the very
well-annotated public reference genomes of rice3 and maize (B73
RefGen_v5; https://www.maizegdb.org/genome/assembly/Zm-
B73-REFERENCE-NAM-5.0) was exploited to obtain putative

3https://plants.ensembl.org/Oryza_sativa/Info/Index

functional information for this gene. Protein sequence BLAST
of the genes present in syntenic rice and maize chromosome
regions revealed that Sobic.010G067300 is a leucine-rich repeat
receptor-like protein kinase gene. It has been found to be
critically involved in cold response in rice and soybean (Gao and
Xue, 2012; Yang et al., 2014).
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Haploblocks surrounding each significant SNP were further
investigated using the sorghum QTL Atlas (Mace et al., 2019)
for overlaps to known QTL for relevant traits in other sorghum
populations. QTL overlapping with the associated markers were
identified for all traits under both stress and stress+control
conditions (Supplementary Table 6). On each of chromosomes
Sb03 and Sb10 we identified four overlapping, previously
identified QTL related to cold stress overlapping the haploblock
regions of traits PHI and SY (Supplementary Figure 4).

DISCUSSION

Phenotypic Variation for Reproductive
Cold Tolerance in Sorghum
The high amount of phenotypic variation for reproductive cold
tolerance observed in the present study, along with satisfying
heritability estimates and identified tolerance sources with high
environmental stability, suggests that a robust breeding progress
for this crucial adaptation trait is feasible, even though marker-
assisted selection will be challenging due to its quantitative
inheritance. The cold stress environments chosen for this
study represent contrasting mega-environments (temperate vs.
tropical). While the lowest minimum temperatures occurred
at the Mexican highland station Texcoco, the most severe
stress reaction of the plant material was observed in the
maritime, high-latitude environment of Asendorf (Germany).
As already outlined by Schaffasz et al. (2019), this shows
that other factors besides minimum temperatures also play a
role. For locations Asendorf and Poel, lack of radiation, high
moisture and suboptimal daily temperatures of frequently<20◦C
implied additional stressors, while at Texcoco radiation was not
limiting and the daily temperatures were also more favorable.
Nevertheless, despite these climatic differences, satisfactory
heritability estimates under stress were observed for all traits
(h2 = 0.72 for PHI, 0.68 for SN and 0.60 for SY). Indeed, Schaffasz
et al. (2019) reported even higher heritability estimates (h2 > 0.80
for PHI, SN, SY) for F1-hybrids across more or less the same set
of environments as those used in the present work.

Panicle harvest index showed the highest heritability and
proved to be the most suitable and reliable trait for scoring
reproductive cold tolerance in sorghum, representing an efficient
proxy for spikelet fertility by reducing the effects of different
panicle sizes (i.e., spikelet numbers) considering panicle raw
weight. In contrast to our expectations, the results showed that
PHI was not influenced by race, which in sorghum is expressed
in terms of contrasting panicle architecture. However, the use of
PHI as a proxy for spikelet fertility might at least theoretically be
distorted to a degree by compensating effects of increased TKW
in panicles with poor seed set and, hence, less sink competition.
The lack of negative correlation between TKW and SN for the
stress environments seems to support this hypothesis, in contrast
to the control environments, where a weak negative correlation
between these traits was observed as expected (Supplementary

Table 3). However, comparing the correlation between PHI and
TKW (r = 0.321∗∗∗) vs. PHI and SN (r = 0.780∗∗∗) reveals
that the influence of SN on PHI is much higher. In a study on

sorghum heat stress, which can reduce seed set in the same way
as cold stress, Singh et al. (2015) also found that the effect of
stress on seed-set percentage was much higher than on TKW,
excluding relevant compensation effects of an increased seed
mass. Furthermore, there are reports suggesting a determination
of maximum seed size of sorghum prior to anthesis based on
meristem size (Yang et al., 2009).

In consequence, SN itself represents also an efficient score for
reproductive cold tolerance. While it is not affected by possible
fluctuations of TKW, it is obviously strongly determined by
spikelet number, so that for actual spikelet fertility, it seems a less
accurate score than PHI. Though, from a breeder’s point of view,
a high spikelet number is desirable, reflecting satisfying yield
potential, so that SN might be preferred over PHI for selection.
Altogether, both PHI and SN showed a very high correlation to SY
(r = 0.880∗∗∗ and 0.914∗∗∗, respectively) in stress environments.
Since SY itself had a somewhat lower heritability, PHI and SN
may represent preferable surrogate traits for selection.

Differences in flowering time can potentially complicate
comparisons of reproductive cold tolerance levels across
divergent genotypes, since they can lead to possible escape of
earlier or later flowering genotypes from brief cold-weather
conditions at the most critical growth stages. In this regard,
tropical highland locations like Texcoco are particularly suitable
selection environments due to their consistently low and
generally stable minimum temperatures during reproductive
phases, whereas temperatures tend to be more fluctuating in
temperate areas. However, also for Asendorf and Poel, only weak
effects of flowering time were observed on stress symptoms. We
observed that later flowering entries tended to have a lower TKW
in these environments, due to their shorter grain filling period.
This also implies a minor disadvantage in terms of PHI, whereas
SN was not influenced by flowering time.

The observed positive correlations between plant height and
SY traits are in line with earlier reports (e.g., Jordan et al.,
2003; George-Jaeggli et al., 2011). Except for TKW, which was
probably distorted by the aforementioned compensation effects
for reduced spikelet fertility under stress, the correlations with
plant height were somewhat higher for the group of stress
environments. The increased availability of stem reserves in taller
sorghum, which is especially beneficial under stress (Blum et al.,
1997), is believed to be the main reason for this phenomenon.

Tolerance Sources
We identified several inbred lines with superior and
environmentally stable reproductive cold tolerance. The
diversity panel consisted of both publicly available material
(sorghum conversion lines and other public accessions) and
breeding lines developed under temperate conditions of
Central Europe. As expected due to their breeding history with
selection in temperate environments, the latter group performed
significantly better under stress conditions. However, some
public accessions also ranked among the top 5% for the stress-
related traits we evaluated. These superior public accessions were
of diverse origin, spanning accessions from temperate (Russia,
Turkey, United States) to tropical (Ethiopia, Nigeria, Sudan)
countries. While the Ethiopian highland is a known diversity
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center for cold tolerance (Singh, 1985), the identification of high
reproductive cold tolerance in Nigerian sorghum materials may
seem surprising.

However, the fact that tolerance sources from both groups
(public accessions and private breeding lines) were found among
genetically diverse branches over the entire phylogram (Figure 3)
suggests a polyphyletic origin of reproductive cold tolerance.

Detection of Candidate Genes From
Association Mapping and Overlapping
QTL
The results of our study indicate that reproductive cold tolerance
in sorghum is a quantitative and complex trait. This finding is
consistent with the description of reproductive cold tolerance in
sorghum as a heterotic trait (Schaffasz et al., 2019) and also in
line with studies on the reproductive cold tolerance of rice (Jiang
et al., 2010; Mori et al., 2011). Since rice diverged frommaize and
sorghum 50–70 Mya, it has been used as a model for sorghum
using a comparative genomic approach (Roulin et al., 2009). The
candidate genes discussed hereinafter have been well studied in
rice, maize and other crops, indicating that a similar function in
sorghum can be expected.

To detect regions associated with reproductive cold tolerance
traits, we applied a combination of GWAS and comparative
combined-QTL analysis, utilizing a published Sorghum QTL
Atlas (Mace et al., 2019) as a reference. Combined-QTL analysis
including results from different environments and populations
yields a better overview of the genetic control of a trait than
any single study (Rong et al., 2007). Since our study comprised
environments with and without cold stress, separate analyses
were performed to compare QTL detected only in cold stress
environments with those detected in all (stress and control)
environments. Considering cold stress environments alone, the
QTL Atlas (Mace et al., 2019) revealed QTL related to abiotic
stress tolerance (Supplementary Table 7 and Supplementary

Figure 4) for traits such as emergence rate, seedling vigor
and survival that overlapped with our identified associations.
However, when focussing on only the associations consistent
between the traits PHI and SY, identified in the present study
as the two trait complexes most impacted by reproductive cold
tolerance, we found overlaps with known QTL for dry matter
growth rate, chlorophyll content and chlorophyll fluorescence.
Obviously the relatively low resolution of the QTL Atlas means
these findings are preliminary, however, they provide a starting
point for future functional studies to dissect the genetic and
physiological basis of the identified QTL.

As expected due to the high phenotypic trait correlations,
GWAS revealed multiple overlapping loci among the considered
SY traits. This strengthens our confidence of associations not
being false positives (Shen and Carlborg, 2013; Boyles et al.,
2016). While some common associations between SY traits
and DTF or plant height were also observed, in line with
the significant phenotypic correlations among these traits, the
majority of associations for reproductive cold tolerance were not
linked to a taller stature or earlier flowering. Hence, the breeding
of short-statured grain sorghum with enhanced cold tolerance
and maturity adapted to the temperate target environment

appears to be feasible using the stress tolerance sources we
identified. Presence of SNP marker highly associated to cold
tolerance within the gene Sobic.010G067300, a leucine-rich repeat
receptor-like protein kinase further enhances our hypothesis
of this genomic region being involved in reproductive cold
tolerance. A novel allele of the gene was found to be enriched
in breeding lines selected for adaption to temperate climates
of central Europe. Based on the results of this study, it can be
speculated that the haploblock region around Sb10-5394955 may
be involved in temperature adaptation of S. bicolor and could be
of interest for future breeding efforts.

CONCLUSION

Reproductive cold tolerance is a crucial trait to expand sorghum
production into both high-latitude temperate areas and tropical
high-altitude environments. The present study is the first to
analyze this trait in a broad diversity set using data from
multi-location field trials including tropical high-altitude and
temperate environments. Satisfying heritability estimates and
novel, temperate-adapted tolerance sources of polyphyletic origin
suggest that robust breeding progress to improve reproductive
cold tolerance is feasible.

More detailed genetic dissection of reproductive cold
tolerance related traits can help to understand the physiological
control of the trait and contribute to more targeted selection.
In this study, several significant marker-trait associations were
identified. Combining local LD analysis with QTL data from
previous studies and synteny to potential candidate genes in
rice and maize helped narrow down two interesting marker-
trait associations to specific genomic regions involved in cold
stress response. One of the promising genomic regions include
hotspot on Sb10 which contain a functionally-relevant candidate
gene involved in developmental and survival processes under
abiotic stress conditions. Future studies to dissect the impact
of allelic variants of this gene under contrasting environments
and conditions can provide more precise information, functional
markers and potential gene editing targets for applied breeding.
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5.1 Genomics assisted preservation and improvement of genebank material 

 

The establishment and preservation of ex-situ plant genetic resources (PGRs) were influenced by 

erosion of genetic diversity in crop plants as systematic breeding programs involving elite cultivars 

surpassed traditional landraces (Peres 2016). Genebanks were designed to not just conserve the 

material but also facilitate the incorporation of novel alleles from landraces into elite breeding 

programs. However, this has only been successfully achieved in limited cases, for example the 

genes of the Green Revolution (Hedden 2003) or the mlo alleles in barley (Jørgensen 1992). In 

1967, Krull and Borlaug stated that “the problem at present is less a lack of genetic variation but 

rather of efficiency in identifying and incorporating it” (Pistorius 1997). As pointed out by Li et 

al. (2018), two major limitations are preventing appropriate utilization of genebank genetic 

resources for breeding programs: 1) time and available resources for thorough characterization of 

accessions at a large scale; and 2) identifying and introducing the allelic variance into elite 

breeding materials. 

The traditional method of assigning identities to genebank material is based on passport data and 

botanic information associated with phenotypes. However, with the ongoing development of 

inexpensive, high-throughput genome profiling technologies, large-scale genomic characterization 

of gene bank collections is within reach (Yu et al. 2016) and has already been shown in maize 

(Romay et al. 2013) and barley (Milner et al. 2019). In this thesis, a reduced-representation 

sequencing to identify previously unknown racial classification and genetic diversity of the 

Ugandan sorghum germplasm was conducted. This genotypic information can now be used as 

molecular passport data where it complements, corrects, and corroborates existing traditional 

records. As pointed out by (McFerson et al. 1996; Debouck 2003) the more information (both 

morphological and genotypic) available for the materials in a germplasm collection, the more 

beneficial it is for farmers and/or researchers. This vast amount of genetic data would also enable 

the genebanks to identify genetically diverse accessions within their germplasm collection. 

Genotypic information related to accessions is not only crucial in context of genebank 

management, but also has multiple purposes. The genomic data can be utilized to address the issue 

of duplicated accessions (van Hintum and Visser 1995) which not only increases the workload of 

genebank managers but also misguides end users. Genotypic characterization can further be 

extended to create a complete and accurate genotype-to-phenotype map (Alberch 1991) for 

individuals stored in the genebank. This map not only promotes the understanding of the predicted 

quantitative values but also improves our knowledge about mechanisms governing plant 

performance at a molecular level (Davidson 2010). 

Apart from germplasm characterization and connecting them to phenotypes, management and 

utilization of resources are also key factors for breeding success. However, large germplasms are 

difficult to maintain, assess and utilize (Holden 1984). This issue could be resolved by establishing  
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a core set for identification and utilization of novel variation in genetic resources (Hodgkin et al. 

1995). Core sets are representative collections, constructed by using phenotypic (Rincent et al. 

2018), genomic (Wambugu et al. 2018) and geographical information of accessions for certain 

crop traits. Combining genetic knowledge as presented in this thesis with detailed phenotype data 

will assist the generation of representative core collections that span the entire diversity of a 

specific collection (Figure 1). These selected accessions can be refined through consecutive 

phenotyping or calculating genome-wide prediction of phenotypes (Mascher et al. 2019) and be 

further trained as prediction models to infer phenotypes of the remaining or independent 

population (Yu et al. 2016) in a cost-effective and accelerated manner. Genotypes with the highest 

breeding values can then enter pre-breeding programs. Whole-genome sequencing of these 

representative lines can further aid association studies and in best cases identification of candidate 

genes (Yano et al. 2016). Various alternative types of collections to boost diversity capture or 

utilization include mini core sets (Upadhyaya and Ortiz 2001), nested core collections (McKhann 

et al. 2004) and composite collections (Furman 2006). 

 

 

Figure 1: Plant genetic resources archived in genebanks serve as indispensable source of genetic 

variation. In-depth genomic characterization combined with new age phenomic approaches will 

not only facilitate genebank material management but also better utilization and conservation of 

genetic diversity. New genes/haplotypes discovered from analyzing genomic data and precise 

phenotyping data will open avenues for enhanced crop improvement. Developing a representative 

core collection, which can be phenotyped and used for genome-wide prediction of the entire  
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population. Genotypes with the highest breeding values can be selected to enter pre-breeding 

programs aimed towards development of improved cultivars. 

Another efficient method to explore plant agro-biodiversity, especially in the context of climate 

change, is the “focused identification of germplasm strategy” (FIGS). Unlike a core collection, 

which is designed to work with fewer accessions that represents, “with a minimum of 

repetitiveness, the genetic diversity of a crop species and its relatives” (Frankel 1984), FIGS is 

designed to improve the efficiency with which specific adaptive traits are identified from genetic 

resource collections. It focuses on the concept that crops are likely to evolve under environmental 

selection pressure and adapt as a response to changing climate. The FIGS approach has been 

successfully used to identify several core sets for traits such as drought tolerance in faba bean 

(Khazaei et al. 2013) or stem rust and powdery mildew in wheat (Bhullar et al. 2009; Endresen et 

al. 2012). Haupt and Schmid (2020) reported the use of combined approaches to enhance 

identification of targeted accessions in soybean by using a combination of FIGS approach and SNP 

genotypic markers. 

According to McCouch et al. (2013), to overcome the food shortages in the predicted future, the 

biodiversity in seed banks needs to be mined using a three-step process. (i) ‘Fingerprinting’ all 

samples in a genebank by sequencing the genomes. (ii) Analyze the phenotypes of genebank 

accessions for trait and performance evaluation, and finally, (iii) create an internationally 

accessible informatics platform cataloging the world's seed collection diversity. Although the use 

of genomics to study genebank accessions has significantly advanced in recent years (Yu et al. 

2016), there is a considerable lag in the case of genebank phenomics. It is not only intellectually 

challenging but also overly complex, costly, and time-consuming (McCouch 2013; Philipp et al. 

2018). 

Current High-throughput phenotyping (HTP) tools using sensors and imagers is a promising, 

efficient, and cost-effective approach to collect phenotypic data from large-scale trials for multiple 

traits. These phenotyping tools have already been applied successfully to study different traits such 

as yield prediction in wheat (Pantazi et al. 2016), plant height and biomass of rice (Bendig et al. 

2015a) and barley (Bendig et al. 2015b), crop biomass of field peas (Nguyen et al. 2018), seed 

characteristics of lentils (Lemasurier et al. 2014), and prediction of seed longevity in oilseed rape 

from chemical compositions (Nagel et al. 2018). The application of low-cost HTP methods to 

assess huge genetic resources will significantly improve the gains of pre-breeding or breeding 

programs with marginal extra expenses. A strategic phenomics approach has already been 

deployed at a few of the genebanks around the world, like the Australian grains genebank (AGG), 

Horsham, Victoria.  HTP platforms such as automated phenotyping of Plant Phenomics Victoria, 

Horsham (Nguyen et al. 2019) is currently being applied at AGG to capture various important 

traits from seed regeneration cycles. 
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5.2 Molecular breeding for enhanced sorghum adaptability to a temperate climate 

 

Currently, molecular breeding is an indispensable tool for the improvement of many crop species. 

However, in sorghum, recently heralded as an indispensable crop in face of climate change, 

progress in this field has been slow and limited as compared to major cereal crops like wheat, rice, 

etc. Despite its potential, the major factors limiting the adaptation of sorghum as a cereal or biofuel 

crop in temperate zones are its photoperiod sensitivity, as well as strong susceptibility to low 

temperatures at sowing and flowering (Schaffasz et al. 2019a; Chakrabarty et al. 2021a, 2022).  

Sorghum is a short-day plant with a strong photoperiod response. The simple genetic architecture 

of photoperiodism in sorghum is controlled by four major maturity loci i.e., Ma1, Ma2, Ma3, and 

Ma4 (Quinby and Karper 1945; Quinby 1966). In 1963 the ‘Sorghum Conversion Program’ was 

initiated by the US Department of Agriculture (USDA) to expand the genetic diversity for 

temperate sorghum breeding programs. Stephens et al. (1967) implemented backcrossing to 

convert genetically diverse tropical accessions to early-maturing lines which turned out to be an 

enormous success and was later incorporated into most of the current sorghum hybrids for 

temperate zones. According to Cuevas et al. (2016), a cross between tropical and temperate 

sorghums [S. propinquum (Kunth) Hitchc. ×S. bicolor (L.) Moench], revealed the FlrAvgD1 

quantitative trait locus (QTL) which accounts for 85.7% of the variation in flowering time under 

long days. Over the years there have been several studies regarding the floral transition in sorghum 

(Wolabu et al. 2016; Wolabu and Tadege 2016; Abdul-Awal et al. 2020). Hence, the use of 

sorghum for grain or forage and feedstock production depends on the selection of photoperiod 

insensitive mutants or photoperiod sensitive wild genotypes respectively. 

Early juvenile development (Maulana et al. 2017) and the pre-flowering reproductive stage 

(Brooking 1976) are considered the most critical growth stages. Sensitivity to cold stress at early 

juvenile stages poses serious threats for successful adaptation. To avoid cold nights, the sowing is 

delayed by around 3-4 weeks as compared to maize limiting its potential growth period. However, 

improving chilling tolerance at the juvenile stage would also be beneficial for certain subtropical 

regions where sorghum is already well established. Early sowing in the spring season can 

potentially increase utilization of winter moisture giving better yields (Patane et al. 2006). 

With increasing research efforts, the dissection of the genetic architecture of juvenile chilling 

tolerance in sorghum by QTL studies in segregating bi-parental populations has been conducted. 

For example, Knoll et al. (2008) used a recombinant inbred line (RIL) population, cross between 

Shan Qui Red (SQR, cold-tolerant) and SRN39 (cold-sensitive) to dissect early-season cold 

tolerance in sorghum. A nested association mapping (NAM) approach was used by Marla et al. 

(2019) to investigate chilling tolerance in a multi-parental population. The results indicate strong 

selection for important recessive adaptation alleles in modern grain sorghum ensued with the loss 

of early-season chilling tolerance by linkage in repulsion. Various genetic association studies using 

diversity panels have also enhanced the identification of genome regions and promising candidate 

genes having a strong influence on early-stage low-temperature tolerance Cold-Shock Domain 

Protein 1 (CSDP1) has been described as a potential functional candidate gene underlining these  
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QTLs (Fiedler et al. 2012, 2014, 2016). Recent studies analyzing both agronomical and cold 

tolerance traits were conducted under Central European field conditions (Schaffasz et al. 2019a; 

Chakrabarty et al. 2022) revealing valuable sources for chilling tolerance and early vigor.  

The pre-flowering reproductive stage is the second sensitive and crucial developmental phase in 

sorghum affected by low temperatures (Singh 1985). Even though effects of juvenile chilling stress 

can be reduced by later sowing dates (albeit at the expense of yield potential), there is no escape 

strategy for cold nights during the critical reproductive stage in summer. Remarkable breeding 

efforts have led to the development of sorghum varieties with improved reproductive chilling 

tolerance for the Mexican high valleys (Mendoza-Onofre 1988; Osuna-Ortega et al. 2000, 2003; 

León-Velasco et al. 2009; Cisneros-López et al. 2010). Unlike chilling tolerance at juvenile stage, 

not much is known about the genetic architecture of tolerance to low temperature at reproductive 

stage in sorghum. Recently, genetic dissection and enhancement of this trait have been reported 

(Schaffasz et al. 2019b; Chakrabarty et al. 2021a). Both Singh (1985) and Schaffasz et al. (2019b) 

described a dominant inheritance for this trait. 

The availability of cost-effective molecular markers in recent times makes it easier to evaluate the 

phylogenetic and genomic structure of accessions which can be used to establish genetically 

distinct heterotic pools for temperate sorghum breeding programs. Schaffasz et al. (2019b) 

observed that correlations between per se and hybrid performance were higher in case of 

reproductive cold tolerance as compared to juvenile chilling tolerance. Upcoming association 

studies and GS approaches for chilling tolerance should focus rather on general combining ability 

(GCA) than per se performance (as done in the past) for successful hybrid breeding towards 

improved plant establishment, pollen fertility and seed set under cool-temperature conditions 

(Chakrabarty et al. 2021b).  

 

5.3 Genomics and bioinformatic approaches in sorghum research 

 

The most crucial aspect of genomics application for genetic analysis or breeding of quantitative 

traits is the availability and utilization of genetic markers and bioinformatic platforms for efficient, 

cost-effective genome-wide screening. Unlike other major crops where molecular screening is 

generally based on dedicated SNP arrays, in sorghum, population genomics studies have been 

mostly achieved with sequencing-based marker techniques. Significantly less bioinformatics 

analysis is required in the case of SNP arrays as compared to the derivation of information from 

GBS data (Chakrabarty et al. 2021b). In case of sorghum, until recently there has not been a 

significant effort in developing a community-driven public SNP genotyping array platform. A 

small-scale Illumina Infinium 3K SNP array was developed by Bekele et al. (2013) which was 

also implemented for building genetic maps, diversity analyses, and GWAS (Bekele et al. 2014).  

In recent years, there has been a boom in NGS technologies and their utilization in identifying the 

underlying genetic basis of agronomically important traits. Two types of sequence-based 

genotyping platforms involving restriction site-associated DNA sequencing are:  GBS (Morris et  
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al. 2013) and RAD-seq (Nelson et al. 2011). Over the years, the GBS panels have been used in 

numerous studies to dissect traits like cold and heat stress (Chopra et al. 2017; Ortiz et al. 2017), 

grain quality traits (Boyles et al. 2017) and grain mold resistance (Cuevas et al. 2019). Studies 

have reported a prominent level of genetic differentiation in local germplasm populations. A 

diverse accession set of 1425 Ethiopian landraces indicated the presence of 11 subgroups with 

high genetic diversity which was shaped due to local agro-climatic conditions (Girma et al. 2019). 

A diversity panel of 607 Nigerian accessions was compared to 1785 geo-referenced global 

accessions to study genetic diversity. The results showed the clear distinction of the former in 

comparison to the global set and it clustered with West African accessions (Olatoye et al. 2018). 

Recently, Kajiya-Kanegae et al. (2020) created high-density linkage maps using RAD-seq to study 

different physiological traits in Takakibi, a Japanese landrace.  

Although sorghum is a common bioenergy and cereal crop, the depth of research in comparison to 

other grain crops such as maize, rice and wheat is far more limited. Recent studies have facilitated 

the inclusion of sorghum information in databases like Ensembl Plants 

(https://plants.ensembl.org), Gramene (Youens-Clark et al. 2011), PlantsDB (Nussbaumer et al. 

2012), Phytozome (Goodstein et al. 2012), National Center for Biotechnology Information (NCBI) 

(https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/), PLAZA (Proost et al. 2015) and SorghumBase (Gladman et al. 

2022). Makita et al. (2015) created a sorghum transcriptome database, MOROKOSHI, which 

integrated functional annotations and specific RNA-seq data to construct a co-expression network 

to study in-depth expression profile variations. Like popular agricultural databases TIGR, 

MaizeGDB and SIFGD, SorghumFDB was developed as a comprehensive platform for the 

genome functional annotation of sorghum (Tian et al. 2016).  

Advances in different fields of crop genomics would not have been possible without the help of 

bioinformatics providing new tools, comprehensive databases, and the other resources required to 

analyze the ever-increasing amounts of data. Different analysis and workflow platforms like 

Galaxy (https://usegalaxy.org/) and de.NBI (https://www.denbi.de/cloud) are now available for 

users with limited or low bioinformatic knowledge. With increasing technology and advancements 

in the field of bioinformatics, deep learning is of unparalleled value to understand connections 

between genetic information and molecular processes. Its application in sorghum breeding 

programs is fairly new with very few reported studies. Recently, traditional machine learning 

combined with deep learning algorithms has been implemented to detect and count sorghum 

panicles and seeds (Guo et al. 2018; Ghosal et al. 2019). The systematic management of scientific 

and research data is equally important as producing it, allowing its accessibility to both national 

and international researchers and users. Kumari et al. (2021) used the KBase platform, a free, open-

source software, and data platform to study transcriptomics of sorghum in response to drought 

stress. This not only illustrates the power of online data analysis platforms for biologists but also 

promotes FAIR (Findable, Accessible, Interoperable, and Reusable) principles for scientific data 

management and usage.  

Sorghum remains one of the crucial staple crops for many underdeveloped countries and regions 

in Africa. In these parts, limitations in resources and infrastructure make it difficult to the adoption  
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of recent technologies. Publicly funded breeding programs like the Genomic Open-source 

Breeding informatics initiative (GOBii) (www.gobiiproject.org) and Excellence in Breeding 

Platform (EiB) (www.excellenceinbreeding.org) are working towards improving breeding 

strategies for sorghum by enabling routine use of innovative technologies.  

 

5.4 Conclusions 

 

The conservation and utilization of diverse plant genetic resources are critical at the current 

climatic, eco-geographical scenario to ensure global food security. The future success of global 

agriculture depends on its ability to adapt to new forms of agriculture and maintain increased 

productivity to feed a growing world population. Although recently the genome sequencing prices 

have gone down dramatically, most genebanks, especially in developing or underdeveloped 

countries do not have the resources to screen and perform in-depth characterization of their 

collections. The methods presented in this study can be implemented in future research and pre-

breeding programs for genomic and population genetic characterization of large, highly-diverse 

germplasm collections. This knowledge can be implemented in creating a representative collection 

or a core set which can be further phenotyped and be used as a training set in genomic selection to 

predict a larger population.  

In the face of climate change, sorghum has proved to be a cereal for the future and although it is 

increasingly gaining ground in temperate climate zones like Europe, it still has a long way to go 

to become one of the major crops. The plant material, genomic tools and evaluated genetic data 

presented in this thesis can be used as a base material for breeding programs aiming towards 

sorghum adaptation in a temperate climate and other cooler regions. The novel, previously 

uncharacterized material can serve as an exotic cold resistance source that can be incorporated into 

existing breeding programs. The genetic data would also facilitate marker-assisted breeding 

programs and when combined with phenotypic data, it can be used as a basis for genomic selection. 

The complex quantitative nature of cold tolerance traits, especially for big populations, often 

makes it difficult to study under controlled conditions. This makes the genomic breeding strategy 

for early generation selection a viable alternative. Screening for other traits, like root architecture 

can help in decoding genetic control and other stress responses crucial for adaptation (Hatzig et al. 

2015; Voss‐Fels et al. 2017) screens as a basis for potential genomic prediction of stress responses. 

A key for linking genotypes to phenotypes is gene expression and understanding its effect on the 

process of local adaptation. It would be interesting to identify genes whose expression is shaped 

by selection pressure. Blanc et al. (2021) were able to show how to effectively detect differentially 

expressed genes influenced by local adaptation. A crucial step in the adaptation of tropical-origin 

sorghum to temperate climate is cold acclimation. As early as 1970, Weiser (1970) followed by 

other studies revealed changes at protein levels after cold treatment (Meza-Basso et al. 1986; Guy 

and Haskell 1987). A transcriptome profile and validation of genes can be created for this material  
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to construct a putative transcriptional network aiding dissection of abiotic stress impact at the 

molecular level (Chopra et al. 2015). However, the sheer number of genes showing differential 

expression patterns under stress makes this process harder. Thus, we can combine the expression 

patterns and prior molecular data from this study, like association mapping or racial classification 

to elucidate molecular mechanisms involved in thermal and other abiotic stress responses in cereal 

crops. 

Apart from the more traditional methods to interpret and evaluate underlying molecular 

mechanisms, the importance of genomic structural differences has come to light in recent times. 

They are source of genetic variation and are known to play key roles in plant evolution, 

diversification, and creating phenotyping alteration to adapt to different environmental conditions. 

Chawla et al. (2021) has elucidated the importance of studying SVs for unraveling novel genetic 

and genomic diversity associated with important traits in crop plants. A feasible option when an 

enormous number of genotypes are available can be whole-genome resequencing of selected lines 

from this thesis based on their performance under cold stress to study existing genomic structural 

variation (SVs) underlying key phenotypic differences. This may lead to the detection of 

previously unknown levels of functional diversity and enhance the breeding process and crop 

adaptation in the future.  

In recent years, plant 3D genomics has become a hot topic, and its combined application with 

multi-omics data has given a sneak peek into the complex interaction of regulatory elements during 

the plant life cycle. This opens up new doorways in understanding the regulatory mechanism of 

chromatin conformation on gene expression. According to Pei et al. (2021) understanding the 

dynamics of the 3D genome on gene transcription regulations stimulating important agronomic 

traits would lead the way towards further crop improvement. This concept has already been applied 

to some of the major crop plants like rice (Zhao et al. 2019), maize (Peng et al. 2019), cotton 

(Wang et al. 2017) and brassicas (Xie et al. 2019).  

Recently, Dong et al. (2017) studied 3D chromatin architecture in sorghum revealing interactions 

between the adjacent loci. This would be particularly useful to study (i) Is different chromatin 

structure of different cell types influenced under changing environmental conditions like 

adaptation and/or different developmental stages (ii) To what extent, if at all transcriptional 

memory alters gene expression in response to changing environment. 

Looking forward, it can be expected that the most novel and exciting discoveries in near future 

will be possible by integrating multiple “omics” tools and “big data” analytics in an integrative 

framework, in the process of achieving genotype-to-phenotype transformations (Ghosh et al. 

2011). Even with the expansion into modern science, it has been proven that crop evolution can 

potentially improve agriculture (Meyer and Purugganan 2013). It can therefore be expected that 

studying the molecular footprint of selection and adaptation process in wild crop relatives will 

enhance bridging the gap between phenotyping and genotyping in genebanks (Dempewolf et al. 

2017). Open access and data sharing are crucial to better utilize and characterize the isolated 

diversity hotspots maintained at the different genebanks (McCouch et al. 2020). 
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Discussion 

 

The goal is to establish a climate-smart and resilient cropping system in temperate regions which 

can sustain the environmental pressure and resolve hunger issues in the near future. To achieve 

this aim, different methods for designing and assessing climate-smart crops mentioned in the thesis 

can used as initial steps before adapting and mitigating solutions in the real world at the field and 

farm level. 
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Summary 

 
Sorghum (Sorghum bicolor L. Moench), the 5th most important cereal crop belongs to the Poaceae 

grass family. According to records, it originated around 7000-5000 BC in the north-eastern part of 

Africa from where it traveled across the different parts of Africa, the middle east, India, China and 

eventually Americas, Australia, and finally Europe. As a result of multiple complex genomic 

interactions and selection, pressure can be broadly subdivided into the botanical classification of 

S. halepense, S. propinquum, and S. bicolor, and classification of cultivated forms of S. bicolor 

subsp. bicolor into five races, namely bicolor, guinea, caudatum, kafir, and durra. It is mainly 

grown in the lowlands and semi-arid regions of the tropics and subtropics and has been adapted to 

various contrasting environments for different end-products leading to an increase in 

morphological and genetic diversity. For example, in African countries, it is primarily grown as 

food grain and stalk, and leaves are valued as forage and building material. In the USA, its mainly 

used for livestock feed and ethanol production, whereas, in China, it is popular for manufacturing 

traditional alcoholic beverages.   

Sorghum’s remarkable ability to survive and produce yields under extreme climatic conditions 

compared to most other grain crops makes it an important 'failsafe' source of food, feed, fiber, and 

fuel in the global agroecosystem. Future projections regarding changing climate and its negative 

effect on yield traits, highlight the urgency to harness new genetic resources and the ability of 

breeding programs to develop the required adaptations promptly. Sorghum has numerous agro-

ecological advantages over other crops like maize when it comes to temperate climates. But few 

of the biggest hurdles for sorghum adaptation to cooler climates are juvenile and reproductive cold 

stress. 

The present study reported a genetic characterization of the diverse, previously uncharacterized S. 

bicolor collection of the Uganda National Genebank, representing different agro-ecological zones 

of the country. High-resolution genotyping using reduced representation sequencing was used to 

characterize the material and study population genetics. More than 3000 S. bicolor accessions were 

genotyped using a panel of around 20,000 genome-wide DArTseq SNP markers and co-analyzed 

with a global sorghum collection genotyped previously with the same panel of markers for genetic 

diversity analysis and studying different interesting traits. The results revealed the presence of 

extensive genetic and racial diversity in predominantly admixed accessions and a unique, 

genetically isolated group of accessions from the southwestern Ugandan highlands, a region which 

low temperatures which potentially harbors genes of interest for breeding of sorghum in Germany 

and other temperate climate zones.  

A representative core set of the novel Ugandan sorghum germplasm was analyzed to study juvenile 

cold tolerance. Data was collected from multi-year field trials and controlled climate chamber 

experiments. Genome-wide association studies were used to identify genomic regions involved in 

adaptation to cooler climatic conditions that could be of interest for the expansion of sorghum 

production into temperate latitudes. This thesis can be considered as a case study to illustrate the 

potential of genebank genomics to screen valuable, underutilized germplasm collections for 

evaluation of various biological and agro-economical traits and alleles. 
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Summary 

 

While farmers can avoid early-stage cold stress by later sowing (albeit at the expense of maturity 

and yield potential), there is no escape strategy for reproductive stage cold stress. This trait was 

analysed in another broad diversity panel consisting of 330 inbred lines of different origin, types 

of use, and subspecies from multi-location field trials including tropical high-altitude and 

temperate environments. In this study, several significant marker-trait associations were identified. 

This was further combined with local LD analysis, previously curated QTL data, and synteny to 

potential candidate genes in rice and maize to narrow down to interesting marker-trait associations 

to specific genomic regions involved in cold stress response. 

 

This thesis can be considered as a basis for the selection of accessions for genetic diversity 

preservation and management, utilization in breeding programs, and establishing genetic 

relationships with other existing germplasm collections. The results provide important new 

insights for adaptive crop breeding in the face of climate change and the expansion of sorghum 

production to different regions. This will facilitate sorghum from being a "plant of the future" to 

transforming into a real-life major agricultural alternative.
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Zusammenfassung 

 

Sorghum (Sorghum bicolor L. Moench), die fünftwichtigste Getreideart, gehört zur Familie der 

Poaceae-Gräser. Aufzeichnungen zufolge entstand es etwa 7000-5000 v. Chr. im nordöstlichen 

Teil Afrikas, von wo aus es über verschiedene Teile Afrikas, den Nahen Osten, Indien, China und 

schließlich Amerika, Australien Europa verbreitet wurde. Als Ergebnis zahlreicher komplexer 

genomischer Interaktionen und von Selektion lässt sich der Druck grob in die botanische 

Klassifizierung von S. halepense, S. propinquum und S. bicolor sowie die Klassifizierung der 

Kulturformen von S. bicolor subsp. bicolor in fünf Rassen, nämlich bicolor, guinea, caudatum, 

kafir und durra, unterteilen. Es wird hauptsächlich im Tiefland und in halbtrockenen Regionen der 

Tropen und Subtropen angebaut und hat sich an verschiedene kontrastreiche Umgebungen für 

unterschiedliche Endprodukte angepasst, was zu einer Zunahme der morphologischen und 

genetischen Vielfalt geführt hat. In den afrikanischen Ländern wird es beispielsweise 

hauptsächlich als Nahrungsmittel angebaut, während die Blätter als Futtermittel und Baumaterial 

geschätzt werden. In den USA wird sie hauptsächlich als Viehfutter und zur Herstellung von 

Ethanol verwendet, während es in China für die Herstellung traditioneller alkoholischer Getränke 

beliebt ist.   

Die bemerkenswerte Fähigkeit von Sorghum, unter extremen klimatischen Bedingungen zu 

überleben und Erträge zu erzielen, macht es im Vergleich zu den meisten anderen Getreidearten 

zu einer wichtigen "ausfallsicheren" Quelle für Lebensmittel, Futtermittel, Fasern und Brennstoffe 

im globalen Agrarökosystem. Künftige Prognosen über den Klimawandel und seine negativen 

Auswirkungen auf die Ertragsmerkmale machen deutlich, dass es dringend notwendig ist, neue 

genetische Ressourcen zu nutzen und die Fähigkeit von Züchtungsprogrammen zur raschen 

Entwicklung der erforderlichen Anpassungen zu verbessern. Sorghum hat zahlreiche 

agrarökologische Vorteile gegenüber anderen Kulturen wie Mais, wenn es um gemäßigte 

Klimazonen geht. Einige der größten Hürden für die Anpassung von Sorghum an kühlere 

Klimazonen sind jedoch juveniler und reproduktiver Kältestress. 

In der vorliegenden Studie wurde eine genetische Charakterisierung der vielfältigen, bisher 

uncharakterisierten S. bicolor-Sammlung der Nationalen Genbank Ugandas vorgenommen, die 

verschiedene agro-ökologische Zonen des Landes repräsentiert. Zur Charakterisierung des 

Materials und zur Untersuchung der Populationsgenetik wurde eine hochauflösende 

Genotypisierung mittels Sequenzierung in reduzierter Darstellung durchgeführt. Mehr als 3000 S. 

bicolor-Akzessionen wurden mit einem Panel von rund 20.000 genomweiten DArTseq-SNP-

Markern genotypisiert und gemeinsam mit einer globalen Sorghum-Sammlung analysiert, die 

zuvor mit demselben Panel von Markern zur Analyse der genetischen Vielfalt und zur 

Untersuchung verschiedener interessanter Merkmale genotypisiert worden war. Die Ergebnisse 

zeigten das Vorhandensein einer umfangreichen genetischen und rassischen Vielfalt in 

überwiegend gemischten Akzessionen und einer einzigartigen, genetisch isolierten Gruppe von 

Akzessionen aus dem südwestlichen ugandischen Hochland, einer Region mit niedrigen 

Temperaturen, die potenziell Gene beherbergt, die für die Züchtung von Sorghum in Deutschland 

und anderen gemäßigten Klimazonen interessant sind.  
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Zusammenfassung 

 

Ein repräsentativer Kernset des neuen ugandischen Sorghum-Kollektionen wurde analysiert, um 

die juvenile Kältetoleranz zu untersuchen. Die Daten wurden aus mehrjährigen  

Feldversuchen und kontrollierten Klimakammerexperimenten gewonnen. Mit Hilfe von 

genomweiten Assoziationsstudien wurden genomische Regionen identifiziert, die an der 

Anpassung an kühlere Klimabedingungen beteiligt sind und für die Ausweitung des 

Sorghumanbaus in gemäßigten Breiten von Interesse sein könnten. Diese Arbeit kann als 

Fallstudie betrachtet werden, die das Potenzial der Genbankgenomik für das Screening wertvoller, 

wenig genutzter Sorghum-Kollektionenssammlungen zur Bewertung verschiedener biologischer 

und agroökonomischer Merkmale und Allele veranschaulicht. 

Während Landwirte Kältestress im Frühstadium durch eine spätere Aussaat vermeiden können 

(wenn auch auf Kosten der Reife und des Ertragspotenzials), gibt es für Kältestress im in der 

reproduktiven Phase keine Ausweichstrategie. Dieses Merkmal wurde in einem weiteren breit 

angelegten Diversitätspanel analysiert, das aus 330 Inzuchtlinien unterschiedlicher Herkunft, 

Nutzungsarten und Unterarten aus Feldversuchen an mehreren Standorten, darunter in tropischen 

Höhenlagen und gemäßigten Klimazonen, besteht. In dieser Studie wurden mehrere signifikante 

Marker-Merkmals-Assoziationen identifiziert. Diese wurden mit lokalen LD-Analysen, zuvor 

kuratierten QTL-Daten und Syntenie zu potenziellen Kandidatengenen in Reis und Mais 

kombiniert, um interessante Marker-Merkmals-Assoziationen zu spezifischen genomischen 

Regionen einzugrenzen, die an der Reaktion auf Kältestress beteiligt sind. 

Diese Arbeit kann als Grundlage für die Auswahl von Akzessionen für die Erhaltung und das 

Management der genetischen Vielfalt, die Nutzung in Züchtungsprogrammen und die Herstellung 

genetischer Beziehungen zu anderen bestehenden Sorghum-Kollektionensmasammlungen dienen. 

Die Ergebnisse liefern wichtige neue Erkenntnisse für eine anpassungsfähige Pflanzenzüchtung 

angesichts des Klimawandels und der Ausweitung der Sorghum-Produktion auf verschiedene 

Regionen. Dies wird es Sorghum erleichtern, sich von einer "Pflanze der Zukunft" zu einer echten 

landwirtschaftlichen Alternative zu entwickeln.  
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